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The Al Davis Raiders

~

University of Pacific, and the Raiders.
I never saw Jim Plunkett at Lick High School, but
I saw him at Stanford many, many times. One memorable game was played in the Los Angeles Coliseum
when we thought Stanford had finally beaten the
hated Trojans only to have Ron Ayala kick a field
goal for USC as time expired. It was a thrilling
football game.
To those who questioned why I continued being a
fan after the team moved to Los Angeles, my reply was:
"If the U.S. Army went away to fight a battle in the
middle east, you'd still root for them wouldn't you?"
hen they were talking about bringing
the team back from L.A. to Oakland
because L.A. was too close to Hollywood and the players had lost their toughness, I had to
laugh. L.A. not tough? You ever been there ? How do
you explain the Fearsome Foursome of the Los Angeles
Rams? How do you explain the Thundering Herd at
U.S.C.? How do you explain the UCLA teams under
Terry Donahue and Red Sanders? How do you expl ain
all the outstanding high school players who have come
out of the Los Angeles basin?
Frankly, Al Davis, I didn't give a damn when you
moved to L.A., and I didn't give a damn when you moved
back to Oakland.
Getting people to pay to buy a license so they could
qualify to buy tickets might have been a hell of a
marketing idea, but what it resulted in was empty seats
in the Coliseum and no televising of home games for the
Oakland Raiders.
I don't consider AI Davis a managerial genius. I
think he is one of the world's best con men. In the
early days of our country, he would have been roaming the wild west in a covered wagon, selling patent
medicines, and land deeds to property he did not
own.
Oakland? The taxpayers should be giving baby
showers for their Councilmen who negotiated the move
back. They gotta be pregnant, believe me !
And you people w ho work and pay taxes are going
to get it in the end. The stinky end.
(Cont. on Pg 341)

W

I used to be a staunch Raiders football fan
during the Kenny Stabler years when the
men in black were the shit-kickingest team on
the planet.

r consider Jack Tatum the toughest S.O.B. in pro
football history. Ronnie Lott was a wimp compared to
Tatum. Ditto for Lawrence Taylor, Dick Butkus, Mike
Singletary, Jack Ham, and Kenny Easley. Maybe Burl
Toler might have been tougher than J.T. Maybe.
ou can make an argume nt for David
Casper as the best -ever tight end. Also,
for Jim Otto as the best-ever center. And,
remember Shell and Upshaw. Those people did not back
away from anybody .
I continued being a fan when they moved to L.A.
because they had Jim Plunkett playing quarterback and
Tom Flores as coach. I have admired Flores all the way
back to Sanger High School, Fresno City College,

Y
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The Tyrone &
Lobo Show
March 1983, THE LEADER
by C.M. Premilando
(OFFICIAL SAN JOSE GI FORUM BUSINESS )
--Under new business, one of the members asked, "Mr.
Chairman, are E.T., Lobo, The Phantom Writer, and
Tyrone paid up members of this chapter?"
The answer was no.
The next question was, "Who is E.T.? Who is
Tyrone? Who is The Phantom Writer?"
To which the answers were, respectively, "E.T. are
MY initials, lady. Tyrone is David Rodriguez's dog ... "

The lady then concluded, "This newsletter has
gone to the dogs!"

L.l<. 5AKALA MOTA

To which the editor replied, "Amen."

Cesar Flores Mendez then asked, "Mr. Chairman, why are some people complaining about the
San Jose GI Forum newspaper? You don't hear
them complaining about the STATE or NATIONAL

newspapers! You don't even GET those! Why do we
never hear THE CRITICS complain about THAT?
Your criticisms of the Editor are personal .. and
unwarranted!''
(Cont. on Pg 342)

A1 Davis Raiders
(Cont. from Pg. 340)

AI Davis should have been included in that year's
list of PLAYBOY Magazine's Sex Stars of the Year
because he did it to the Oakland City Council just as
surely as papa rabbits do it to mama rabbits. And
just as often.
I've met more Raiders players at Wal-Mart signing
autographs and at the Cinco de M ayo celebrations than
I ever met at a football game or in a bar, including Willie
Brown, Jim Plunkett, CliffE ames, Ted K walick, Wendell
Tyler, Otis Sistrunk, and Jack Tatum.
I asked Jack Tatum at the Cinco de Mayo parade how
he chose Ohio State when he was being recruited by
every top college program in the country.
"Woody Hayes went into the kitchen and talked to
my mom," he said. "She came out to the living room
where I was waiting and she said, you're going to

Columbus with this nice man, boy!"
And he did.

Ted K walick said he went to Penn State because
as a youngster playing high school football he admired Joe Paterno. "They wouldn't have had to
recruit me," he remembers, "I would've gone there
anyway."
Gloria and I started going to the Raiders games when
they first began playing. Remember when they played at
Frank Youell Field in Oakland? Kezar Stadium? Candlestkk Park? We saw them play when the Denver Broncos
were wearing vertical stripes on their socks. Remember
that? Re member when they considered calling them the
Oakland Senors? THAT'S how long I've been a Raiders
fan . The only thing I ask now is for all those people
running around in black j ackets and with Raiders logo
all over their vehicles to get off their asses and GO TO
THE GAMES , baby, so I can sit on mine and watch 'em
on TV! • • • • •
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Wallowing in Watergate
Despite being cautioned by President
Nixon that Americans shouldn't be "Wallowing in Watergate," I decided to wallow
anyway. This is an editorial from the Nov.
1973 issue of THE FORUMEER:
by David Sierra, editor

ver since Richard Milhous Nixon be
came the 37th president of the United
States (at least it seems like that long) the
American people have been "entertained" almost
daily by revelations ofscandal after scandal emanating from the general vicinity of the seat of our
government.

E

By now most of us are tiring of the entire spectacle.
Not tiring of the incessant and hard-hitting reporting by
the national news media, but tiring of the shenanigans
perpetrated upon the American people by those elected
and appointed to run our government.

THE 'WHITE HAT'
BOYS UNMASKED
We have been disgusted to learn that an administration which pounded its chest and pledged .. Law and
Order .. in the heat of a political campaign, appears to
have forgotten that American laws apply to them also.
Mr. Nixon has repeatedly suggested that we cease
.. Wallowing in Watergate .. and focus our attention on
what is .. good about America...

Tyrone & Lobo Show
(Cont. from Pg. 341)
Two of the members then requested that their
names be removed from our mailing list.

The editor asked that those requests be made to
Mr. Fred Vazquez, who is the circulation manager.
STAY TUNED. MORE LATER. Fll..M AT
ELEVEN.
--E. David Sierra

PEACE WITH HONOR
It is with that noble task in mind that we submit THE
FORUMEER•s plan for permanently ending the
Watergate controversy. Are you ready, Spiro? SPIRO?
Spiro?
We believe that our plan will end the ..wallowing in
Watergate .. and will give the American people something to think about other than the resignation of Vice
President Spiro Agnew, the court charges filed against
former U.S. Attorney General John Mitchell, the resignation of Attorney General Elliott Richardson, the firing
of Archibald Cox and Haldeman, Erlichmann, Dean,
and countless others from the White House staff, the
Russian wheat deal, the fiT deal, the Dairy deal, the
$100,000 Rebozo matter, the Ellsburg psychiatrist thing,
and all the other •shenanigans· which have occurred in
the past two years. Those are the ones we KNOW about!

"IT'S ONLY A PAPER MOON ••• "
What we have in mind is ... A HOLLYWOOD
EXTRAVAGANZA! Yes! Keep •em laughing, know
what I mean, Pal?
Our plan calls for Mr. Nixon to demand that the
National Television Networks give him four hours of
prime time on a Tuesday night. (Monday is no good
because there is no sense competing with the Big-Mouth
Cosell and Dandy Don Show. We might lose out in the
Nielsen ratings).

T

he show begins with cameras
focusing
on
a
barren
mountainside in rural Vermont. A
closeup reveals the name: RICHARD M.
NIXON,AMERICAN, chiseled into the granite in 12-foot high letters. Fade out.
Next scene shows 20,000,000 Chinese cheering
wildly as the President and Chairman Mao read poetry
on the balcony of the Imperial Place in Peking. (Mr.
Nixon is loved by EVERYONE, can you dig it?)

"0 BEAUTIFUL, FOR
SPACIOUS SKIES ••• "
The camera then focuses on a lonely country road in
middle America, with telephone lines stretching into the
distance. As the camera moves along the road slowly, a
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Jima and Guadalcanal (he goes on to name every war
movie he has ever made), and we proved what we are
made of in Korea and Vietnam."

(He pulls his pantleg out of his cowboy boot to
show off a scar he got when a Mexican national
kicked his ass in a bar in Durango).
"Washington is a battleground, too, in a sense . "
Wayne continues. "It is full of Commies, Pinkos, RadJLibs, etc. And we are fortunate to have a President who
stands up to them."
Wayne pounds furiously on his chest with his right
hand. Coughs. His face changes color. Quick fade out.

"SOME OF MY BEST
FRIENDS ARE ...
II

Gerald R. Ford
Waitin g in the Wings

tall figure walks confidently toward it. Background
music is "America the Beauti ful." Overhead, Air Force
jets form a huge RMN in the skies, and drop red, white
and blue smoke canisters.

he man is John Wayne, dressed in
cowboy boots, levis, go-to-meeting
shirt, and an official U.S. Marine Corps
helmet. (John Wayne likes to wear a helmet because
it creates the impression that he is a war hero.
Actually, he has never been in the service).

T

Camera pans to a close-up of Wayne's wrinkled
face. It reminds you of the Vermont granite. His eyes
narrow to thin slits. He pulls out his two .38 caliber
revolvers, twirls them around on his fi ngers and shoots
into the air. A Russian MIG-1 2 falls at his feet. He
ignores it.
"Howdy," he begins. "You know, being an American has never been easy. Since the early days of our
cou ntry when the Pilgrims came here to feed the Indians
and help them through the long cold winters, and since
the colonists fought the British to gain our independence, Americans have been a hardy breed ... we're
tough ... and we persist in the face of seemingly insurmountable obstacles.
"Americans have proved their toughness on many
battlegrounds, in many parts of the world ... at Chateau
Thierry, in the Argonne Forest, at Bastogne, and at Iwo

Then, on comes Bob Hope to provide a "light"
moment. He tells political jokes and very conveniently
fails to mention the biggest joke of them all ... Spiro (l 'm
ONLY worth $200,000) Agnew.

Then, Sammy Davis Jr. comes on the screen to
tell everyone how wonderful it is to be Black and live
in an America governed by Richard Nixon. If you
live in Las Vegas. Or Beverly Hills. Or Miami Beach.
Or Key Biscayne. Or San Clemente.
Tricia Nixon Cox is next (wearing an Eisenhower
j acket) and she delivers a dissertation on what a wonderful father the President is.

OLD WHAT'S-HIS-NAME
FROM PARTS UNKNOWN
he is fo ll owed by fi lm clips of Spiro
Agnew speaking from someplace in South
America, telling the American people that
even from THAT far away, Ric hard Nixon STILL looks
like the man best qualified to rule a country of nattering
nabobs of negativism.

S

FLAG WAVING REVISITE D
Then the Mormon Tabernacle Choir is singing Christmas carols. On a huge screen in the background are
projected scenes of typical Americana: wheat shocks
bending in a gentle Kansas breeze; New York Habor
bustling with ships of all nations bound for distant ports;
shots of a baseball game in progress (being careful to
show that 80% of the players are Black); the majestic
beauty of the Grand Canyon with a sleek jet outlined
against the setting sun; the San Francisco Bay Bridge
pushing its ochre towers through the incoming fog; and
a little white cottage in Whittier, California, birthplace
of Richard M. Nixon .
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THE BEGINNING OF THE END
The President marches in ... significantly ... ALONE
... and commences his 162nd explanation to the American people on what is happening in America.
r. Nixon again urges Americans to
cease "Wallowing in Watergate" and
asks us to focus our attention on more
important matters.

It is the greatest good to the
greatest number which is the
measure of right and wrong.

To get the American people into a more
jovial mood, he thereby proclaims that beginning NOW .... November 20, 1973 ... the HOLIDAY SEASON is officially open ... because HE
says so.

SEASON WILL EXTEND FROM NOV. 20, 1973
UNTIL JANUARY 20, 1977, at which time he is
scheduled to leave the White House.

M

(The merchants are ready with their Christmas
wares, of course, because presidential advisor John
Connally has made 'unofficial' visits to the nation's
major retailers 120 days prior to alert them).
Since it is the HOLIDAY SEASON, Mr. Nixon
continues, we should get into the Christmas Spirit, and
think of our loved ones.
The President makes it perfectly clear that he wants
US to think of HIM as one of OUR loved ones.
He confesses that he has NEVER spelled Christmas
with an X, and then pauses for a 'spontaneous' standing
ovation from Tricia, Julie, David, Pat, and Gerald Ford.
The frrst four because they are related, and Mr. Ford
because he wants to share the pad at 1600 Pennsy.

"I'M DREAMING OF A
WHITE CHRISTMAS ••• ''

The president's aides (400 of them) then
release thousands of white doves, and pass out
Christmas cards to all the Congressmen except
Pete McCloskey. (Mr. Agnew's card is sent c/o
U.S. Embassy, Sao Paulo, Brazil).
ovely NIXONETTES (left over from
George Murphy's senatorial campaign)
pass among the audience distributing olive
branches, Spiro Agnew watches, and mimeographed
copies of Mr. Nixon's Law & Order speeches left over
from the 1972 presidential election campaign.

L

NIXON DELIVERS THE
KNOCKOUT BLOW
The President then makes a stunning secondary
announcement: Taking into account the present
Middle Eastern crisis, and owing to matters of national security, he announces that the HOLIDAY

Greatest Good

--Jeremy Benthem

Bella Abzug, Ron Dellums, Ted Kennedy, Joe
Montoya, and George McGovern fall out of their seats!
Everyone is surprised, except Pete McCloskey. NOTHlNG Nixon does surprises McCloskey.

Mr. Nixon again urges us to get into the
Christmas Spirit, love our fellow man, and
exchange gifts (but skip Spiro Agnew this
year, he helped himself to HIS share of the
goodies already!).
THEMORALOFTHEMESSAGEISTHIS: YOU
NEVERHADITSOGOOD. YOU AREHAPPY. YOU
ARE AT PEACE. IT IS OFFICIAL.

And that's the LAW, he says AND that's
an ORDER.
--ETS • • • • •

The Oldest Lesson
Everything looks and feels different when
you stop viewing people from a distance
and start interacting with them on a
daily basis. That may be the only real
cure for the ignorance and fear and
prejudice that still pervade our world.
The closer you get to others. the more
you see that everyone is similar, yet
everyone holds a different piece of the
gift and mystery of life. It's our differences that make us stronger. not weaker.
--Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
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GI Forum Politics:

SER Funding Letter to
Supervisor Rod Diridon
Sept. I 6, 1981
EDITOR'SNOTE: PROJECT SER, a manpower program co-sponsored by the American
GI Forum and the League of United Latin American Citizens, became a multi-million dollar operation in San Jose.
After Director Jose E. Martinez left the
agency to run for a seat in the California State
Assembly, was defeated, and came back to head
SER, it was never the same.

ose Martinez also decided to go in to the
restaurant business in downtown San Jose,
starting up ZAPATA'S, an eatery which became
the "in" place for Latinos, politicians, and political
wannabes. From day one there was speculation that SER
monies were going into the operation of Zapata's and
that SER personnel were being used to run the operation.
Eventually Martinez resigned and the agency was
headed by Alex Delgado, which proved to be a complete disaster.
For instance, there was the rumor that Delgado had
been given a $5,000 contribution for SER by a midpeninsula electronics company. He left the check in his
pants pocket. The pants were laundered and so was the
check. As the story goes, he had to put hi s tail firmly
between his legs and ask the company to re-write the
check.
One time a number of San Jose GI Forum members were in the SER facility on East Court. They
had some training programs going on there, and
served meals to their program enrollees. We observed
a huge rat lying on the floor, in the kitchen, and had
to wonder how often they cleaned the kitchen.

J

Because of di sallowed costs which the agency had
incurred, the County Board of Supervisors had voted to
defund SER. The subject was discussed at a San Jose
GI Foru m Board of Direc tors meeting. Gilbe rt
Rodriguez was our chairman. We voted to appeal the
defunding decision, and that I would be the spokesman
at the next board meeting.
I made a presentation, and lots of other community
people spoke in favor of keeping SER operational. The
supervisors voted to cut some of the funding, but reversed their decision and allowed the program to continue, conditional on it making some drastic changes in
their operation.
San Jose GI Forum began investigating SER, and
trying to figure out how to save the program, even meeting with Supervisor Zoe Lofgren in her law office on a
Sunday morning.
The problem was that Gilbert Rodriguez, his wife
Lupe, Arnold Rivas, Serapio Lopez, and others wanted
to take control of the program. Lupe, Rivas, and other
board members decided that they could run the program
better than any director.
Eventually, I decided that there was noth ing wrong
with SER. What was "broken" was the board of directors, and Gil Rodriguez, Lupe Rodriguez, Arnold Ri vas.
Anita Rivas, Serapio Lopez and his wife Esther, who
wanted to take control of the agency. It was about control of jobs.
ur chairman, Gilbert Rodrigu ez,
had called in the LULAC nation al
office (BUT NOT THE AMERICAN GI
FORUM) to get involved
They promised the board of supervisors that a competent administrator would be appointed, but they refused to name him. That was not good enough for the
Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors. By now, the
SER board members had no credibility whatever.
On September 16, 1981, I wrote the following let-

0
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ter to Rod Diridon, Chairman of the Santa Clara County
Board of Supervisors. It was hand-carried by Abel Cota
to all parties cc'd on the last page.
--E. DAVID SIERRA

*****
Dear Supervisor Diridon:
On Tues., Sept. 1, 198 1, I appeared before you to
urge your continued funding of Operations SER I Jobs
for Progress, Inc., a CETA-funded agency jointly cosponsored by San Jose GI Forum and LULAC, (League
of United Latin American Citizens).
Our appearance was prompted by a motion made
and passed by you on Thurs., Aug. 27 to defund SER.
n Friday evening, Aug. 28th, San Jose
GI Forum called a special meeting of
the Board of Directors to discuss strategy
for lobbying the Board of Supervisors. I attended because of my knowledge of San Jose GI Forum, my interest in SER as a former member of the Board, and my
per onal acquaintance with some of the members of the
Board of Supervisors.
At the conclusion of the discussion, attended by not
only the board members, but other members interested
in SER, it was decided that E. David Sierra would be
the officia l pokesman for our chapter at your meeting
of Sept. l.
On Sept. 1, I urged your continued funding of SER.
I said that we shared your concern for the effective usage of public monies, and for a properly admi nistered
public agency.
We said that on Aug. 31, 1981 the SER board
had received and accepted the resignation of Alex
Delgado as Executive Director of SER.
I also noted that we were extremely gratified by
the dec is io n made by the SER Board of Monday
evening, Aug. 31 , 1981, naming Ms. Rose Amador as
Interim Executive Director.
I told you that I sincerely believed that she would
immediately begin the task of reorganizing the administration and staff of SER to comply with your
recommendations a nd those of the Dale Watson &
Associates study.
We noted that San Jose GI Forum pledged its support to th is young lady and to the rank and fi le working
men and women of SER.
l also said that we have received assurances from
the national office of SER, Dallas, Texas, that they would

0

assist us in paying off the disallowed costs monies whenever it was ascertained how much money was owed and
a payment date established.
We noted that at present the SER board of di rectors
consists of five members of the San Jose GI Forum.
five members of LULAC, and six people from business
and industry
We emphatically apprised you of the fact that
San Jose GI Forum was NOT requesting that you
solve our problems by renaming the project, wiping
out the past and its d ebts, as you have done with
other troubled manpower agencies in the recent past.
We promised that a restructuring of the board of
directors as per your suggestions in previous meetings,
and as per the suggestion of the Watson & Associates
study, would begin immediately
We pledged that the new SER director would be
instructed to concentrate much of her time to fund-raising in the private corporate sector to make SER less
dependent on public mon ies.
And lastly, and most importantly, WE PLEDGED
TO MORE CLOSELY MONITOR THIS PROGRAM
to assure that it would continue to provide services, and
to comply with your directives.
In closing, we re-emphasized the commitment of
San Jose GI Forum to the Board of Supervisors and to
the taxpayers of the Santa Clara Valley.
On F riday, Sept 4th, San Jose GI Forum held its
regularly scheduled member·ship meeting. I was
shocked to arrive at the meeting and be handed a
tentative agenda for the meeting with no indication
whatever that discussion of SER was to occur. We
asked to place the item on the agenda under New
Business so that a thorough discussion of SER, its
problems, and possible solutions could be aired.
uring those delibe ration s, we mad e a
motion that S a n Jose GI Forum sup
port the appointment of Ms. Rose Amador
as Interim Executive Director and urged that she be
vested with full responsibility to reorganize the agency
so that it could function effectively in view of the more
limited fiscal budget imposed by you on Sept. L. The
motion was seconded, and passed.
Article 12 of the San Jose GI Forum constitution
and bylaws demands that any person representing San
Jose GI Forum on the board of directors of any agency
(SER, Scholarship Foundation, etc. ) be a regular at-

D
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The Happi House Dinner Deal
A few years ago a coupon appeared in the San
Jose Mercury News advertising that one could
get two meals for the price of one at the Happi
House, a local Japanese fast food restaurant.
Barbecued chicken, chicken fried rice, and a
long rice, chicken, and lettuce salad was our
favorite. We could have had fajitas, also two for
the price of one.
One day a bulb lit up in my noggin. The
coupons were printed in the SJ Mere about once
a month. But why limit ourselves to one coupon
per month?
When the next coupon was printed in the EYE
section on Friday, I bought three newspapers for
25 cents each, cut out the coupons, and gave the

tendee at chapter meetings.
It also stipulates that San Jose GI Forum may instruct members of the SER board on how to vote in
three specific instances: The hiring or firing of the
Project Director; the re-locating of the project to another location; and the affiliation of SER with any other
project or organization. Additionally, the document
states that delegates may be instructed on ANY OTHER
SUBJECT after a thorough discussion has been held at
a San Jose GI Forum membership meeting.

On Thes., Sept 8th, I attended the SER board of
directors meeting to voice to the board my concern
for the future of the agency, to remind the San Jose
Chapter members of the board of their obligation to
support Ms. Amador, and to pledge my support in
their effort to resolve SER's problems.
Immediately after entering the room, I was told by
SER Chairman of the Board Heriberto Villareal that the
meeting was for members only, and would I please leave.
I did so.
As we understand it, the board first discussed (in
private session) a request by Ms. Rose Amador to be
granted a raise in pay which would bring her salary up
to parity with Mr. John Cummings, a Deputy Director
of SER. The board voted affirmatively

papers away. Now we had four free meals per
month.
Then, another bulb got lit. I began going to
Walgreen's to buy the three papers because they
sell them for 18 cents each.
A couple of weeks later, another bulb went
on. I found out I could get the same coupon in the
San Jose Mercury's NUEVO MUNDO papers (in
Spanish) but the price was even better, the papers
were absolutely FREE.
So, now unlimited two meals for the price of
one, with as many coupons as you cared to cut out
of free newspapers.
As the song says, "The best things in life are
free." Indeed.

•••••

Then, we understand, Ms. Amador asked that she
be given full authority to reorganize the staff. That request was immediately denied by Mr. Villareal, as Ms.
Amador had anticipated. Thereupon, she handed Mr.
Villareal a written resignation, which he promptly accepted.

We understand that she was told at this juncture
that the board intended to run the agency themselves!

A

fter waiting until approximately 8:30
PM (the meeting began at 7 PM), we
departed. At no time were any of those
present (including San Jose GI Forum Chairman Gil
Rodriguez) invited to enter the board room and address
their concerns to the board. In short, it was a closed
meeting.
On Wed., Sept. 9, SER "management/board" called
a staff meeting of all employees. The meeting was to
discuss new staff assignments, reduction of staff salaries, and reorganization of the agency.
The staff was notified by Board Chairman Villareal,
LULAC Chairman and member of the board Lope
Rodriguez, member of the board Arnold Rivas, member of the board Ed Campos, and Deputy Director John
Cummings of the "plan" drafted by the board.
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Staffpeople were handed the document entitled
POSITIONS FOR NEXT YEAR FY 1982 and instructed (Quote): "The Board has decided to allow
staff to decide which of the positions noted below,
he/she would select as their position for next year.
Because of the cut in funding, it will be necessary
to for (sic!) over one-half of the current positions to be
eliminated from next year's budget. Those that remain,
for the most part, will be at reduced salaries. Please read
the procedure carefully and comply with all steps (end
quote).
taffpeople were given from Wednesday,
Sept. 9th, at approximately 3:30 PM to
Thursday, Sept. 10, at 5 PM to "apply" for
their own jobs, for someone else's job, or not to apply at
all.

S

They were also notified that those who did not
wish to "apply" would be notified of their official
lay-off on Monday, Sept. 14, 1981.
They were also notified that those who wished to
be considered for staff positions and who have turned
in their signed list of choices would be evaluated based
on information in their personnel files and their length
of service to SER. And, finally, that staff selected would
be offered the positions available on Monday, Sept. 14,
1981.
On Wednesday evening, San Jose GI Forum members, at an informal session at the GI Forum building,
attempted to question SER board members Lupe
Rodriguez, Ed Campos, and Arnold Rivas regarding
the SER "board" meeting of Tues., Sept. 8th and on the
POSITIONS FOR NEXT YEAR FY 1982 document.
Mrs. Rodriguez and Mr. Rivas left the room after a brief
flurry of questions, with few answers provided.
First, we questioned the wisdom and LEGALITY
of members of the board having access to personnel
files. Then we questioned how many members of the
SER board were in a position to properly evaluate performance of staff members. We asked, to whom can
staff members address grievances if they are unhappy
with decisions made by the "management/board?"
One of the board members asked us, "Who is going
to interview the job applicants?" We believe, Supervisor, that it is US, the rank and file members of San Jose
GI Forum, who should be asking THAT question!
We asked, "Who authorized Arnold Rivas to enter
the SER facility at 489 Almaden and question SER em-

ployees, during their working hours, about their duties,
and who should be retained and who should be terminated? The answer we got was that no one seemed to
know.
We asked, "Was there any discussion at the SER
board meeting of Sept. 8th regarding follow-up on the
request by the Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors that SER engage more aggressively in corporate
fund raising?" The answer was no.
Another question: "Was there any discussion about
Gilbert Rodriguez's agreement to petition the National
SER Office to provide funds to help SER bail out of
their present financial predicament?" The answer was
no.
We asked, "Do you feel that as a member of the
SER board that you are qualified to screen and interview applicants for positions with SER, and make an
intelligent decision on whom to retain and whom to discharge?" The answer was no.
Supervisor, my wife works at SER. When she first
told me about the "plan .. proposed to the employees on
Wed., Sept. 9th, we discussed it.

I told her that I felt funny asking a bunch of
pointed questions of members of the SER board who,
in effect, had appointed themselves as her bosses. I
told her "It doesn't matter whether you do a good
job or not. What matters is what we perceive to be
right, and what we think is wrong.
hat we are after is for the SER board
to appoint a director with full author
ity to reorganize the staff. That way your
job performance will be evaluated by someone who understands the program and the jobs and can be held accountable. This is purely politics ... and you are in a nowin situation. Keeping my mouth shut wouldn't help
either. Remember, that is what Abel Cota and I did last
time, and look where SER is now!"
On Thursday morning, Sept. 1Oth, I received a telephone call from AI Garza, former San Jose City Councilman, and until very recently a SER employee, asking me about San Jose GI Forum's position on his employment with SER and his recent termination.

W

I notified Mr. Garza that there was nothing personal about our insistence that he be terminated by
SER for the project to have ANY chance of getting
refunded on Sept. 1.
I told Mr. Garza that when some GI Forum mem-
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hers met with Supervisor Lofgren in her office on Sunday, Aug. 30th that we had promised her to secure Mr.
Garza's resignation, the resignation of Director Alex
Delgado, and to work for the appointment of Ms. Rose
Amador as Executive Director of SER. Also, that we
wanted to be held financially responsible for the monies being questioned by the U.S. Department of Labor,
after it was determined exactly how much of the money
was disallowed expenses.
I told Mr. Garza that his upcoming court trial

would be a constant embarrassment to SER and to
the Board of Supervisors if he was still on board at
the time of his trial.
AI said, "You know, I met with Lupe at her home

some time ago, and she told me that I would probably
have to leave the agency, but that I could apply for a
position after refunding was secured, if a position was
open and there were funds available. David, I'm 44 years
old, and I can accept the political realities of this."
I assured Mr. Garza that he would continue to be
considered a personal friend by all of us, but that we
had to face facts, and one of them was that he had to be
terminated to spare SER considerable embarrassment
during his upcoming trial.
On Thursday, Sept. 1Oth, I spoke with Supervisor
Zoe Lofgren by telephone, giving her my impression of
what had transpired since the Sept. 1 board of supervisors meeting. She told me that some members of the

The Nobel Peace Prize
The following editorial was written for the
October 1973 issue of THE FORUMEER:
by E. David Sierra
There has been considerable speculation in the
national press in the past few months concerning
the chances ofone, Richard Milhous Nixon- American, of winning the Nobel Peace Prize.
We do not have a vote, and no one asked us to
express an opinion, but we believe that if the
coveted prize is to be accorded to an American
citizen, or American citizens, it should properly go
to one/those who have demonstrated a real love and
concern for the plight of those less fortunate than
themselves. It should go to those who have demonstrated that concern openly and above-board.

It should go to the many hundreds of thousands of Americans who petitioned their government incessantly, urging an end to hostilities
in southeast Asia.
It should go to those intrepid individuals who
braved clubs, bayonets, bullets and public ridicule
to express their disgust with our national leadership
concerning that war.
It should go to those who helped influence

changes in the thinking of our top congressional
leaders from breast-beating, fanatical "My Country
Right or Wrong" to a sincere concern for the hundreds of thousands of people being slaughtered in a
senseless war.

It should go to the many journalists who
dared to print the articles about the atrocities at
Mai Lai, and the many war correspondents who
risked their lives to bring the truth to the American people.
It should go to the countless hundreds of thousands who marched to demonstrate their opposition
to a war that the U.S. Congress did not declare.

It should go to those who continually reminded our top political leaders to dust off their
copies of the American Constitution and read it
with an open mind, particularly the section dealing with 'powers to declare war.'
It should go to the brave American fighting
men who risked their lives in battle, and then
began to refuse to continue slaughtering civilians
in what appeared to be an endless struggle.
It should go to those who continually urged their
congressional representatives to travel to southeast

(Cont. on Pg 350)
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SER board were coming to see her that afternoon. I said
to her that at that very moment, I was writing the first
draft of a letter apologizing to the board of supervisors
for having wasted their time on Sept. 1. I said that in
my opinion some members of the SER board had NO
intention of ever delegating the authority for running
the agency to Ms. Amador.
I said that San Jose GI Forum had been urged to put
its reputation on the line to secure the refunding but
that LULAC (Mr. Heriberto Villareal and Mrs. Lupe
Rodriguez) were in essence running the board and the
agency.
I told Supervisor Lofgren that I would begin to work
to have San Jose GI Forum drop its participation as a
co-sponsor of SER because, in my opinion, as long as
the closed minds of Mrs. Lupe Rodriguez and Mr.
Heriberto Villareal and Mr. Arnold Rivas remain on that
board,

San Jose GI Forum would NEVER be able to
monitor the agency and assure that it would put its
house in order.

0

n Thursday evening, Sept. lOth, I re
cei ved a telephone call from John
Cummings, Deputy Director of SER. Mr.
Cummings said that he wanted to talk to me regarding
some public statements that I had been making about
him and his role as Deputy Director of SER.

The Nobel Prize
(Cont. from Pg. 349)
Asia and make a first-hand observation of American involvement there.
It should go to the many Americans whose
continued demonstrations finally convinced our
top political leaders that Americans wanted to
"wind down the war" and "see light at the end of the
tunnel."

It should go the American news media representatives who exposed the secret bombing of
Cambodia when military and highadminstration
personnel sought to keep the truth from the
American people.

I said to Mr. Cummings that I had questioned why,
after having been on the staff under Mr. Jose Martinez
and then under Mr. Alex Delgado, he had not applied
for the job of Executive Director when Delgado resigned.

Mr. Cummings replied, "I was told by Lope and
Gil Rodriguez NOT TO APPLY, since we were going to support Rose Amador to get Zoe Lofgren's
vote on Sept. 1, but she would not be given any authority to do anything! ..
I then asked, "So they had planned to have the board
run the agency even then?"
He replied, "yes."
e questioned Mr. Cummings on who
had drafted the new organizational
plan for SER, which was submitted to
the employees on Wed., Sept. 9th, and he thought it was
Lupe Rodriguez, Gil Rodriguez, Heriberto Villareal, and
Arnold Rivas. But he had nothing to do with it, he said.

W

I asked, "Where did they get the information
regarding present and proposed staff salaries for FY
1982, and re-staffing responsibilities?"
Mr. Cummings said that he did not know, but it
did not come from him.
I asked, "Well, John, you and Lupe Rodriguez and
Arnold Rivas have had a number of meetings, including one in your apartment at which Gil Rodriguez was
also present, 'til about 1 o'clock in the morning on Sat.,

Without the constant demonstrations, America's
military and political leaders might well have waged
the Vietnam War into the 21st century.
The COMMON, CONCERNED AMERICAN
who tramped the streets of his country chanting
"PEACE, NOW!", who determined that his country
would not go the way of Fascist Germany ... it was
THEY who restored some semblance ofpeace to a
turbulent area of our earth.

It is THEY who deserve Stockholm's most
coveted accolade.
--THE EDITOR
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Aug. 29th, and others in the SER building at 489
Almaden During your regular working hours. What were
you discussing ... the weather?"

He replied, "David, that is not MY plan. I provided input for it, but it is NOT my plan."
On Thursday afternoon, at 2 PM, Lupe Rodriguez,
Heriberto Villareal and Arnold Rivas met with Supervisor Zoe Lofgren. Later that afternoon they called a
meeting of the "SER board" at which time Mr. Arturo
Aldama was hired by the "board" as Interim Director of
SER, again with no authority to hire and fire staff.
I question the legality of a public agency calling a
meeting every time three of them happen to be in the
same part of town at the same time. I submit there MUST
be some rule about having to give members of the board
at least 24 hours notice of a meeting.
THE ONLY QUESTION I ASKED when informed
by Mr. John Cummings that the board had met that
evening and hired Mr. Alama was whether or not he
had been given full authority to hire and fire staff.
JOHN REPLIED, "I DID NOT GO TO THE MEETING, BUT I UNDERSTAND THAT THEY DID NOT
GIVE HIM THE AUTHORITY.
My next comment was, "Business as usual, John?"
To which he replied, "I guess .... "
On Friday morning, I spoke with Mr. Victor Garza
on the telephone and he collaborated what
Mr. Cummings had said the night before. He commented
that he was in the process of writing a letter to the Board
of Supervisors withdrawing his support of SER. I notified him that I was doing the same thing.
At about 1:40 PM on Friday, Sept. 11, Xavier
Magdaleno, member of the SER Board, called to tell
me that he was resigning from the board. I asked him if
he had gone to the meeting the night before.
II

H

e said "No, I just heard about it this
morning. I had a telephone call yes
terday, but I was not in the office, and I
have no idea what time the meeting was called since
the person accepting the call did not record at which
time it was received."
I said, "Well, the board hired Arturo Aldama,
and he does not have the authority to hire or fire
staff.''
Mr. Magdaleno commented that it was becoming a
"circus" and he no longer wanted anay part of it. He
was concerned about being held financially account-

Up at 5 a.m.,
and Showered
Victor Garza, San Jose GI Forum Chairman,
had lost touch with reality ... and his membership,
and didn't seem to realize it, or didn't give a damn.
One time after a San Jose GI Forum board of
directors meeting in 1987, AI Castellano asked
him, "Victor, how did the meeting go today?"
"Which one?" Victor replied, "I went to four of
them."
"Do you REALLY go to that many meetings,
Victor?" Castellano asked incredulously.

"Sure! Of course I do," he said proudly,
"On Sunday morning, by five a.m. I am up and
showered and ready to go represent the GI
Forum at meetings!"

*****

EDITOR'S NOTES: I didn't dare ask who in
hell wants to meet at 5 a.m. to discuss anything. I
winked at AI and walked gingerly out of the GI
Forum building, to avoid getting bull manure on
my $9 K-Mart canvas shoes.
I've repeated that story to many GI Forum
members. It is always good for a laugh.
Five AM?
On Sundays?
Showered?

able for monies that he not even aware of how or why
they were spent.
I asked him to put off his resignation until Monday
evening, Sept. 14, at which time Chairman Gil
Rodriguez of San Jose GI Forum has agreed to have a
discussion on SER at the weekly "Monday Night B.S.
Session" at the GI Forum building. Mr. Magdaleno reminded me that the SER board was having its regularly
scheduled meeting on Tuesday evening, Sept. 15.

I asked that he make one more attempt to try to
talk sense to those SER board members who are insisting that the board should run the agency instead
of delegating authority to someone versed in man-
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power management.
On Monday evening, Sept. 14, we asked Mrs. Lupe
Rodriguez, Secretary of the SER Board of Directors if
she had copies of the minutes of the three .. special board
meetings .. which have been held between August 30th
and Sept. 14. She said she had copies, but did discuss at
our informal meeting that night at which Chairman Gil
Rodriguez had promised to chair a full discussion of
the SER issue.
I regret to state that, for the most part, Arnold Rivas
(GI Forum), and Lupe Rodriguez (LULAC) were reluctant to answer any of them. Their attitude seems to
be, WE DON•T HAVE TO ANSWER TO YOU, OR
ANYONE. WE REPRESENT THE SER BOARD.
PERIOD.
Here are some of the questions that we asked and
demanded answers to:
Where are the minutes of the past 3 SER .. board ..
meetings?
Who was present at the SER .. board .. meeting that
hired Rose Amador as Interim Director on Monday, Aug.
31?
Who is working to re-structure the SER board? What
progress can you report to the board of supervisors the
next time they discuss CETA?
Who on the SER staff/board is in charge of corporate fund raising?
How are business and industry members of the board
selected? By whom? For how long a term? What are
their obligations to the SER Project? How long is their
term of office?
What is the SER board doing to raise funds for disallowed costs?

How much time is required when notifying board
members of a SER board meeting?
hy was the board meeting of Tues.,
Sept. 8th moved from East Court to
the Almaden facility at the last minute?
Who made THAT decision?
Who on the SER board asked for a meeting on Sept.
1Oth with Supervisor Lofgren? Who represented SER
at that meeting? What was discussed?
Was .. board meeting" of that evening planned BEFORE or AFfER the meeting with Supervisor Lofgren?
Who called it? For what purpose? At what time did notification of the SER board members begin? Was there
any assurance that a quorum would be present?

W

Why was not John Cummings, Deputy Director of
SER, offered the job of Interim Director when Ms. Rose
Amador resigned? Was there discussion at the meeting
of Sept. 8th on this subject?
Why was John Cummings discouraged from attending the "board meeting" of Sept. lOth?

SER board secretary Lope Rodriguez was asked:
"Do you consider notifying Gil Rodriguez, your husband, about the SER situation as tantamount to having notified San Jose GI Forum?"
The answer was, "Yes."
he next question was, .. You mean, if you
discuss something regarding SER in the
privacy of your own home, that you consider that San Jose GI Forum has been apprised of the
matter?"
The answer was again, "Yes."(!!)
Mrs. Rodriguez was asked, "Who are the LULAC
representatives on the SER board? How are they selected? She said she did not have to answer that.
Then she was asked, "When does LULAC meet?
What time? Where?"

T

Since, as one of the sponsoring organizations, San
Jose GI Forum has been asked by the board of supervisors to monitor this troubled agency more
closely, and since we have been unable to secure answers to these basic questions, perhaps the Santa
Clara County board of supervisors, who hold the
purse-strings, can ask some of these questions, and
get some answers.
In trying to monitor the SER board/agency, San Jose
GI Forum is placed in a very difficult situation for the
following reasons: Gilbert Rodriguez is the elected
Chairman of San Jose GI Forum. Mrs. Lupe Rodriguez
is a member of the SER board representing LULAC,
and in my opinion, the instigator of all the heavyhandededness which has occurred lately.
It is impossible for us to ask questions of her without antagonizing our Chairman. And it is impossible to
ask probing questions of him without upsetting her to
the point where she suggests that they leave. The always seem to have somewhere else to go when we want
to ask questions about the SER situation.
This what I believe has happened in the past 14 days.
And I write .. believe .. because we are not getting ANY
information from our supposed-to-be-representatives on
the SER "board ...

CON SAFOS --A CHICANO'S JOURNEY THROUGH LIFE IN CALIFORNIA

Before I spoke to the board of supervisors on Sept.
I, I was led to believe by Mr. Gil Rodriguez, who is
al so a member of the National SER Board, that financial help was coming from the National SER Office to
help San Jose SER out of their financial mess.
ow, I understand that all we can expect
from SER National is more of their pat
e n ted "technical assistance." National
SER's TA is considered an ill-conceived joke by some
of us in San Jose.

N

In short, we are up to our ass in alligators, and
all they can do is throw another crocodile into the
swamp.
The SER board has had three "special" meetings
... has hired two different directors ... and given the
authority to NO ONE to get SER moving again.
No minutes of the past three "special board meetings" have been disseminated to those who expressed
pub! ic support for the agency nor does it appear that
the board members are willing to fill us in on what has
transpired at these sessions.
No input from San Jose GI Forum has been permilled prior to the board going into "executive sesion" at any of the special board meetings of SER.
o attempt has been made by SER chairman of
the board Heriberto Villareal to meet with the San Jose
GI Forum board of direc tors to begin proposing methods of dealing with SER's problems.

No joint LULAC-San Jose GI Forum meeting
has been set up to discuss SER's problems.
We understand that calls have been placed by members of the SER board to Santa Clara County agencies
to secure help in proper procedures for hiring a new
director, and reassigning of staff. (That information is
readily available from San Jose GI Forum Community
Services, when and if the SER board ever deci des to
permit input from one of their sponsoring organizations).
We do not know what rationale was given by the
board of SER for skipping over Mr. John Cummings
to offer the job oflnterim Director to Ms. Rose Amador,
but when Ms. Amador resigned, we believe that the
j ob s ho uld logic a lly have been offered to Mr.
Cummings since at the time he was the highest ranking management official at SER.

I SUPPORT COMPLETERLY THE COMMENTSATTRIBUTED TO MS. ROSE AMADOR
IN AN ARTICLE WIDCH APPEARED IN THE
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O.J. Simpson vs.
San Jose City College
In 1965, O.J. Simpson of City College of San Francisco scored six touchdowns on runs b etween 14 and 89
yards in a 48-6 victory over San Jose
City College. In the rain.
In 1966, Simpsonranforfivetouchdowns against San Jose City College
in a 46-34 victory for CCSF.
If you were playing defense for SJ
City College then, would you admit it
now?
At the end of the 1966 season,
Laney College h eld Simpson to 26
yards in 11 canies and whipped CCSF
35-13 in the Prune Bowl (San Jose).
What did Laney know about defensive football that SJCC didn't?

SAN JOSE MERCURY ON SATURDAY, SEPT. 12.
I firmly believe that the San Jose GI Forum and its
spokesman of Sept. 1, E. David SieiTa, have been used
by LULAC, our co-sponsoring organization. We were
encouraged to appear before the Santa Clara County
board of supervisors to put the reputation of San Jose
GI Forum on the line, but they never intended that we
would work together to straighten out SER.
he LULAC Council in San Jose was or
ganized no t too ma ny years ago wh en
Jose E. Martinez took a leave of absence
from SER to run for elective political office.

T

He was asked on a number of occasions by members of San Jose GI Forum what he intended to do if
he did not get elected, and he assured us that he had
no intention whatever of going back to direct the SER
project.
Shortly after Mr. M artinez left the agency for the
political arena, the LULAC Council elected his wife
their leader, and soon she was on the SER board of directors.
Later, when former SER director Alex Delgado began to be quizzed by me mbers of San Jose GI Forum
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on the operation of the project, elections for the local
LULAC Council were held. We questioned the integrity of their organization when we learned that SER director Delgado, and another SER management person,
had been elected to office in the LULAC Council, with
Mrs. Lupe Rodriguez being elected Chairman.
e thought it highly improper for the
director of a funded agency to sit on
the board of directors of an organization
which co-sponsors his project, but they did not. We
KNOW what LULAC is capable of, that is why we do
not trust them.
We do not know how business and industry members of the SER board are selected. When we have asked
that question in the past we have been told, they are
friends of the SER director.
In closing, the SER board of directors has become a
public embarrassment, a farce, and a CIRCUS.

W

I sincerely apologize to the Santa Clara
County board of supervisors for coming before you on Sept. 1 to urge refunding of SER
but there were things about the board and
our co-sponsoring organization that I did not
know at that time.
There ARE members of the board of SER asking
questions, and demanding answers (Mr. Pedro Gonzalez
and Mr. Xavier Magdaleno, that we know of) but they
are outnumbered by those who choose to be led like
sheep.
On Sunday, Sept. 13, we were told by Mr. John
Cummings, Deputy Director of SER, that he had met
with some members of the SER board at a pizza house
prior to their .. executive session .. of Sept. 10.

He asked if the board wanted him, as Deputy
Director, then the highest ranking SER management
official, to attend the meeting. Surprisingly, they said
NO!
Supervisor Diridon, the San Jose GI Forum has a
traditional opening for every one of its regularly scheduled membership meetings on the first Friday of the
month. We open by pledging allegiance to the American flag. Then there is a recital of the Prayer of St.
Francis of Assissi in which are found the words, "It is
in giving that we receive ...
Then the Chairman asks members to introduce their
guests. Then the Chairman says: ..Welcome to the San

Jose GI Forum meeting. Guests are encouraged to take
part in our deliberations, and to consider yourself one
of us.

"You may not make a motion, and you may not
vote, but you ARE encouraged to contribute to the
discussion if we are on a subject of which you have
some knowledge.''
THAT statement is what influenced me more than
any other single factor 16 years ago to join this great.
organization. Openness and above-board deliberations
are STILL noble thoughts in the mentality of E. David
Sierra. That is why I cannot continue to support the secretive, disrespectful, and back-room "wheeling and
dealing .. which currently characterizes the SER .. board
of directors/SER managers ...

Please accept my sincere apology for having
wasted your time on Sept. 1. I lied to you because I
did not understand the TRUE situation on the SER
"board."
But I think I understand it now. And I WANT NO
PART OF IT.
In the recent past, we perceived the problems of SER
to be caused by ineffective and uninspired leadership
by the Director. We now see the problem as being overlyambitious members of the board who themselves wish
to manage a publicly-funded agency but who have thus
far exhibited no fiscal or manpower management skills;
and who have shown no respect for the rank and file
employees of SER who have made the agency's programs function.
lso, who have shown no respect for a
co-sponsoring community service or
ganization who can pridefully claim that
IT started SER when the other .. organization" didn't even
exist; and who allowed a poor administrator to stay on
too long, who dismissed the first administrator they hired
because she wanted authority to do the job we promised you that we would do; and who now propose to do
the job themselves.

A

The bottom line, we believe, is this: Whom do
YOU trust?
Those who told you SER was doing fine two years
ago, one year ago, six months ago, one month ago, fifteen days ago, yesterday, and are saying that SER is
fine today ..
or do you trust those who questioned
SER publicly two years ago, who had renewed confidence in the future of SER when a bad administrator
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The Wall
by Melanie Skalsky

They died for us
They died for us all
Now their names
are etched on the wall.
The Wall is a memorial
in Washington, D.C.
For VietNam veterans
for us all to see.
Fifty-six thousand
appear on the wall
Fifty-six thousa nd
who answered the call.
They went to a war
for democracy's sake
To die for freedom
that's not a mistake.

This list of names
on the cold black wall
I know not one
yet I cry for them all.
They did their duty
they did it proud
Let's give them thanks,
Let's make it loud!

(Dedicated to those who survived and
came home ... To those who died ...
and did not).
I was working at Vida Nueva and had told one of our residents
that I liked to read poetry. One evening he brought me a copy of a
poem that his girl friend had written . I was moved. I asked him to ask
the author ifi could add her poem to my memoirs. She agreed, so here
it is.

resigned, when an indicted public official was terminated, and when an intelligent young lady was selected
as the Interim Director; and who appeared before you
to urge continued fundi ng, and PROMISED TO MORE
CLOSELY MONITOR THE AGENCY, and are now
telling you (Rose Amador, San Jose MERCURY, Sat.,
Sept. 12; Victor Garza, letter of Monday, Sept. 14; and
David Sierra, Jetter of Wed., Sept. 16) that they have
TRIED but that the problem is not now SER management,

THE PROBLEM IS THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS, or WHAT PURPORTS TO BE A "BOARD
OF DIRECTORS".
As for me, I want no part of any board/agency
chaired by Mr. Heriberto Villareal, and which includes
Mrs. Lupe Rodriguez or Mr. Arnold Rivas.
We do not believe that these people have the best
interests of the Ame rican taxpaye r, the Santa Clara

County board of supervisors, nor the clients which SER
serves, in their minds.
Because I yet value my reputation as a forthrig ht,
concerned, outspoken and honest individual who does
not take lightly the responsibilities inherent in being a
guardian of the public trust, E. David Sierra, not writing for San Jose GI Forum , nor for any other organization or individual , wishes to disassociate himself from
those advocating continued funding of Project SER.
Again, we hope we have been informative.
Very sincerely,
--E. David Sierra
cc: Supervisor Dan McCorquodale
Supervisor Zoe Lofg ren
Supervisor Rebecca Morgan
Supervisor Susie Wil son
Gilbert Rodriguez,
(Cont. on Pg 356)
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Dancing with Lupino
My friend Jaime Barragan and I were in one of the
better nightclubs along Olvera Street in Los Angeles. It
was a weekday night and not very busy. Some musicians
wandered in off the street and we ordered some of our
favorite Mexican songs.

A

few minutes later a party of about
eight to ten people took a table on the
opposite side ofthe room, ordered drinks,
and began enjoying the Mexican music that Jaime
and I were paying for.
Once in a while we would order a song that they
particularly liked, and the elderly lady and three younger
ones would smile at us, and applaud our choices approvingly.
The men just looked at us through their dark shades.
About a half hour later, as I was returning from the
bathroom I noticed that Jaime was standing by the other
people's table, carrying on an animated conversation.
Then he returned to our table. Soon, a waiter appeared,

SER Project
(Cont. from Pg 355)
Chairman, San Jose GI Forum
Heriberto Villareal, Chairman,
SER board of directors
Norman Y. Mineta,
Member of Congress
Don Edwards, Member of Congress
Richard Cotta, Vice Chairman,
San Jose GI Forum
Pedro Gonzalez, Treasurer,
San Jose GI Forum
Edward Campos, Recording
Secretary, San Jose GI Forum
Monica Amador, Corresponding
Secretary, San Jose GI Forum
Frank Caballero, Chaplain,
San Jose GI Forum
Serapio Lopez, Sergeant at Arms,
San Jose GI Forum
Arturo Aldama, Interim Director,
Project SER.

bringing us two drinks, .. compliments of Miss Lupino,"
he said bowing gracefully and backing off.

Jaime was from Guadalajara, Mexico. He
had never heard oflda Lupino. I told him she
was a movie actress. He had taken one of her
young sisters out to dance.
I was next. I approached another one of the young
ladies, asked the gentlemen's permission to speak with
her, and asked a brown-eyed, blonde haired beauty out
to dance. She said, .. No. no quiero bailar. Gracias."
uming, I returned to our table, discussed
the matter with Jaime and decided to try
again. A few minutes later I tried again. This
time, two very large gentlemen arose as I got to their
table and said, "Vayase. La senorita no qui ere bailar con
usted!"
.. No le pregunte a usted! .. I said, insisting on talking
to the young lady.
At that, a very large gentleman materialized behind
me, the other two stood up alongside me, and they all
insisted that I leave the women alone and go back to my
table. Jaime approached and tried to talk to them, saying
that we would not bother the ladies anymore, but some
of the nightclub employees soon encircled us insisted
that we leave the premises, because we were bothering
their clients.
"Vamonos. muchachos!" Jaime told the musicians.
They left with us. They had to. We owed them for about
a dozen songs.

F

"Quieren musica? Chiflen. cabrones!" Jaime
shouted to the goons as we were escorted out the
door.
Three other couples who had been sitting in the
nightclub listening to the mariachis left behind us.
"Where we going?" one of the white guys asked
Jaime and I.
The other Chicano couples were just standing there,
game for whatever we wanted to do next.

We walked into another bar which was very quiet
and largely unoccupied. Very soon they were setting
up a row of tables for eight people.
We paid the mariachis for some more songs, then
(Cont. on Pg 357)
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The Parthenon
Nashville, Tennessee
Whomever said that travel is enlightening and educational was so right. We have often been amazed at
finding things we didn't even know existed in places
where we least expected them.
uring a trip through the deep south in
the summer of 1971, very early one
morning Gloria and I were eating huevos
rancheros in the dining room of the Holiday Inn in
Nashville, Tennessee.
Huevos rancheros in Nashville? Si. amigo!
We were reading on the place napkins about the
sights to see in Nashville and that there was an exact
replica of The Parthenon in Centennial Park.
"We gotta go see that," I said to Gloria.

D

"It's probably closed," she reasoned very wisely.
"I don't care about going inside, I just want to see the
building," I insisted.

For those of you who don't have three masters
from San Jose State like some of my GI Forum
friends claim, The Parthenon is a world famous
building with majestic columns situated on the
Acropolis, a hill outside Athens, Greece which dates
back a few centuries.
I HAD TO SEE IT!
"These hillbillies got class," I said to Gloria as we
drove slowly around the building. "Just like the one in
Greece," I added.
"How would you know?" she asked, ever the skeptic. She still doesn't believe her husband spends a lot of
time reading Playboy and not just looking at the pic(Cont. on Pg 358)

Dancing with Lupino
(Cont. from Pg 356)
paid them off and they started to leave when the other
Chicano guys began asking them to play their favorite
songs.
It was approaching 1:00 AM when Jaime got the
bright idea to take a serenata to his girl friend in Pasadena. He asked the mariachis if they could go to Pasadena. They agreed, and we walked off to our respective
cars, us, the three couples, and the mariachis in their
large van.
After about a twenty minutes drive we were at
Jaime's girl friend's house. We unloaded our case ofbeer
and Jaime directed them to the side window of the house
where he knew his girl friend slept. The mariachis
played two songs before the front door of the house
opened. The girl's father asked us to come inside, that we
were making too much noise and it would awaken the
neighbors. The girl's mother was up also. She immediately put a large pot of coffee to boil and began preparing
breakfast for us.
Soon the young lady made her entrance into the

kitchen. Immediately all the men sprang to their feet.
Introductions were made all around.
"Oue le dije. David. esta hermosa. verdad?" Jaime
asked me.
"Claro!" I replied, excitedly because she was dropdead gorgeous.

Soon we had finished breakfast. It was almost
4:30 AM. The group stayed in the kitchen making
idle talk around the kitchen table and drinking the
lady's coffee made with canela. Delicious!
Jaime and the young lady retired to the living room
for a private conversation.
We bade our farewell as the dawn was breaking over
the Sierra Madre Mountains, wishing everyone a good
night, and left. Outside Jaime settled with the mariachis.
We went to our respective cars and left for Los Angeles
and to sleep.
The next day was one of the longest days of my life.
Full of beer. No sleep, and a very busy day at the sheet
metal shop where I worked. But a pleasant memory
remains and that, as they say, is something that no one
can take away from you. Ever.
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Welcome to the
Santa Clara Valley!
Editor's Note: The East Valley Chapter was hosting the
1986 American GI Forum national convention at the
Red Lion Inn, the first time it had been held in our valley.
We wanted to give the delegates a proper introduction
to Santa Clara County and welcome to them to the home
of America's No. 1 GI Forum Chapter, SAN JOSE GI
FORUM, thus the following:
Aug. '86, THE LEADER
Official newsletter of San Jose GI Forum.

Home ofAmerica's
No. One Forum!
Welcome to the 38th annual National Convention,
being held for the first time in northern California. We

The Parthenon
(Cont. from Pg 357)
tures. And that is why, at 7:15 a.m., that Nashville
policeman was driving slowly behind the Sierras as they
motored slowly out of Centennial Park.
I had to wonder why they opened the gates to the
park so damned early and then have their ossifers there
telling people to get out of the park. If it makes sense to
you, maybe you were born in the south or maybe you
were getting seconds in the brains line when I was lined
up for another six pack of Miller's Lite. Maybe the
officer thought we were gonna run off with the building,
but I don't much question southern PO-lease Ossifers.
Don't judge peace officers in the southern states by
what you're used to in California. I look at them like an
overgrown hillbilly with a cannon on his hip, and eager
to use every damned bit of his limited authority on
brown-faced Californians, driving brand new rental cars
registered in Texas, casing their buildings at 7:00 in the
morning. So we split. OUT! OUT! OUT! • • • • •

hope you enjoy visiting our comunity. Excuse the dust,
the heavy machinery, and the noise.
We have not been visited by F-16s from the U.S.S.
Saratoga. Our city is presently constructing the largest
mass transit system built in the western hemisphere in
the past fifty years. We are building a frrst class convention center and a first class hotel in the downtown area.

A

void the dusty downtown, see the
suburbs, yes even the barrio, look
around and enjoy the quality of life that
brought many of us here from other places.
We congratulate our brothers and sisters in the East
Valley Chapter and Chairman Marcelo Jasso for hosting
these sessions and wish them the very best of luck.
Even though it is not our chapter hosting the convention, our members plan to be at all functions in full force,
beginning with the golf tournament on Wednesday
morning and concluding with the National Queen Contest on Saturday evening.

We invite our friends to come visit the San Jose
GI Forum hospitality room in the Red Lion Inn.

***

WE ARE PROUD OF OUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS: Our chapter has met continuously for the past
26 years. Our monthly membership meeting is on the 1st
Friday of each month, at 8 PM, at Center for Training &
Careers, 1600 Las Plumas Avenue, San Jose.

Members of our chapter meet informally
each Monday night at our building, 1680 E.
Santa Clara Street, to discuss the issues of the
day, watch televised sports events, meet with
community leaders, and yes, a sacarle las
garritas a esos que lo merecen.
We have proven ourselves worthy participants in the
civic life of our community, and have contributed toward building a better society. In the past, San Jose GI
Forum has provided support to the Eastside Athletic
Club; Chicano voter registration and information efforts; the Chicano Commencement at San Jose State
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University; The Mexican American Leadership Conference in Sacramento; Police Athletic Leacrue·
0
'
the Blue Jays girls softball team;
and the Center for Training & Careers.
e
h ave
a lso
s up porte d
the Los L upefios de
San Jose folkloric dance group;
The Mosquotos Youth Club; East
Valley YMCA; Boys City Boys
Club; The Presidential Classrooms
in Washington, D.C.; The Girl
Scout ; the Santa Clara County
Fair; Upward Bound Program of
San Jose State University; East
Valley Athletic Club; W.O.M.A.
Home for Battered W omen; The
Black Panthers soccer team ; The
Eastside Senior Citizens Center·,
the Mexican American C hamber
of Commerce; and various other
community groups.
On two separate occasions we
presented commendatory plaques
to Heisman Trophy winner and
Super Bowl Most Valuable Player Ji m Plunkett at community dinners. Mr. Plunkett's scholarship foundation
makes an annual contribution to the San Jose GI Forum
Scholar ip Foundation.
We are founders of the San Jose GI Forum Scholarship Foundation, Inc., granting better than $55,000
ann ually in scholarshi p grants to Hispanic young men
and women going on to college. Ten of our members sit
on the board of directors.
lf you see the San Jose GI Forum van tooling around
town, flag it down, maybe it is going where you are
going and will assist you.

W

The Flores Mexicanas Beauty Pageant, which is
what we call our annual Queen Coronation Ball
routinely draws better than 1,000 people and i~
hailed as the best event of its kind in America. (Put
March 23, 1987 on your social calendar).
San Jose GI Forum's monthly newspaper, THE
LEADER, is distributed to all paid-up members of the
chapter, plus some 300 other GI Forum members and

friends of the organization across the country.
VIDA NUEVA, our Alcoholic Recovery Program.
helps public inebriates return to sobriety and make
helpful contributions to our society. It has been rated
Number One for projects of its type in California, and
has been studied by other service providers.
The center is situated behind Eastridge Shopping
Center at2212 Quimby Road. If you plan to visit, please
call 238-1820, so our staff can make the time to explain
the program to you.

Wedon'tmean to boast, but I am personally very
proud of the men and women who belong to San Jose
GI Forum and their willingness to shoulder responsibilities beyond paying their dues and attending
meetings.
For example, a few years ago a local beer distributor
invited some community groups to participate in a
Menudo Cook-off in which all profits would go to the
participating groups. Our chapter voted NOT to partici(Cont. on Pg 360)
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Why,

What is Maturity?

My Guru,Why?
My guru, Humberto Garza, once challenged
me to come up with an original phrase.
Humberto, here it is:

"Why is it that the law allows us to 'hire
out' our extremities, but not our cavities?"
For example, a field goal kicker basically
hires out his kicking leg, a baseball pitcher his
pitching arm; all quite legal, and basically to
give pleasure to sports fans.
But why cannot a female or male prostitute
hire out her/his vagina/rectum/mouth to give
pleasure to others?
Why, my guru, why?
Does that mean that in the Land of the Free
all we can sell of ourselves is what the government permits us to sell?

Maturity is the ability to control
anger and settle differences without violence.
Maturity is being big enough to
say, "I was wrong," and, when right,
the ability to abstain from saying,
"I told you so."
Maturity is being dependable,
keeping one's word, and coming
through in a crisis.
Maturity is the willingness to
pass up immediate pleasure in
favor of a long-term gain.
Maturity is the capacity to face
unpleasant tasks without frustration, discomfort, or complaining
--ANON.

The Solution
If you are not part of the solution,
You are part of the problem.
Welco01e to S.C. Valley
(Cont. from Pg 359)
pate and then our members donated their services all day
to assist the Hispanic American Chamber of Commerce
and make it a successful fundraiser for them. THAT is
the spirit of San Jose GI Forum!
But that's not all. In March 1983 San Jose GIForum
paid off a debt of$9,799.01 owed to the City of San Jose
by a Chicano group who formerly sponsored the Fiestas
Patrias Mexicanas in downtown San Jose, and in 60 days
we planned and executed the Cinco de Mayo parade and
festival!
For the past four years we have sponsored the Fiestas

Patrias celebrations in San Jose, with our members
handling all phases of an ali-day celebration which
draws more than 40,000 people.
We have recently successfully concluded negotiations with the city of San Jose granting us sponsorship of
these events through May 1987.
So ... unless you REALLY want to know, don't ask
any of our members .. "HOW IS YOUR CHAPTER
DOING?' because they will probably pop open another
beer and tell you!
Otra vez ... Welcome to San Jo, men, women, and
youth of the American GI Forum! ... Congratulations to
Marcelo Jasso and the East Valley Chapter for hosting
the national convention, and everyone have a good time.
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El Hombre
Mas Querido
by E. David Sierra
Al 2 1 de Noviembre de '63

tristemente lo recuerdo yo
porque el Presidente Kennedy
en Dallas, Tejas murio.

Miles y miles vinieron
toda la noche pasaban
con lagrimas en los ojos
a un amigo lamentaban.

Caminaba por la calle
en compania de su esposa
cuando sucedio la trajedia
Ia cosa mas espantosa.

El dia que sepultaron
al hombre mas providencio
solo veinte y uno cafionazos
interrumpian el silencio.

Se oyeron tres balazos
como a la una de la tarde
al cuerpo del Presidente
los enviaba un cobarde.

De muchas patrias llegaron
dando testigo de amor
expresando su carifio
a ese hombre cumplidor.

Todo mundo esperaba
por palabra del doctor
hacia condicion del hombre
que merecio nuestro honor.

Amigo de Mexico y Francia,
de J apon y Canada
todos dando su tribute
al amigo que se va.

AI fin dijo el doctor
avisenle a Ia gente
se fue al cielo otro hombre
ha muerto el Presidente.

El sol se volvera hielo
los mares se secaran
pero a ese gran Presidente
nunca jamas lo olvidaran.

Lo llevaron desde Dallas
a cuidad de Washington
para que alli lo velara
Ia gente de su nacion.

Ya con esta me despido
mi tribute ya le di
a ese gran amigo nuestro
John Fitzgerald Kennedy.

John Kennedy

This poem was written
on November 25, 1963
while the world lay
numb after
the assassination of
President
John Fitzgerald Kennedy.
A year later
it was found between the
pages of that week's issue
of LIFE magazine.
It was first published on
Memorial Day 1965 in
EL EXCENTRICO
magazine,
San Jose, Calif.

E. David Sierra
(All rights reserved)
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The Paratrooper
Probably the most exciting experience of my life ...
and one of the stupidest ... was the night I was chased
dow n Pomegranate Street in Woodlake by an angry exParatrooper wielding a bayonet, intent on separating my
head fmm my torso.
y friend, Bobby Garcia, former Col
lege of Sequoias football and base
ball star, and I were sitting in the Gomez
Cafe on Pomegranate Street in Woodlake one Sunday
even ing, with a beer in hand. Of course. We were
waiting for Kenny Saucedo, who was was going to drive
Bobby back to his home in Visalia and me to the
Greyhound depot to catch the dog back to Los Angeles
where I was living at the time. We were starting to get
concerned because Kenny was already over a half hour
late and I had a bus to catch.
The swinging doors parted abruptly and a large
Chicano man, with a mop of coal black hair, a surly face,
and wearing U.S. Army combat fatigues and boots,
walked into the barroom and took a seat at the far end of
the bar from us. The bartender brought him a beer. He
took a big drink from the longneck and looked straight
ahead, minding his own business. After a few minutes
I looked at Ramirez, caught his eye and waved silent!;
to him.
Bobby had been looking at the guy for a while and
finally asked me, "Who's that?"
"Joe Ramirez," I whispered, "le dicen El CooCuy!"
"EL COOCUY?", Bobby laughed, much too loud ...
loud enough that everyone in the room heard it, especiaUy Ramirez, who was the one guy that should NOT
have heard it.
Very shortly, he had a beer in his hand, took a huge
gulp and looked directly at us. He got my attention and
motioned with his finger for me to come to where he was
sitting.
"Como esta. Pelon?" he asked, extending his right
hand to shake hands. He kept a firm grip on my hand and
said, "Vamos a1 baiio," and we walked across the room
and into the men's restroom. I followed obediently ... and
foolishly.
As we entered the bathroom with Ramirez leadinob

M

me by the hand,
Bobby Garcia
came up behind
me, grabbed me
by the shoulders
and pulled me
backward and out
the door, and tore
into Ramirez. All
I heard was
"THUD!
THUD!
THUD!
THUD! " one
blow after the
other. I was completely surprised
at what was happening.
Then, Ramirez, hunched over and covering his face
with his hands to catch blood streaming from his nose,
walked rapidly through the bar and out the door.
Jesus Gomez, the owner of the bar, saw Joe leave and
pulled our beers from atop the bar, saying "You guys
better leave. He'll be back! I don't want any trouble in
here! Vayanse!"
e walked outside but did not want to
leave the area because Kenny was
due any minute. Joe Ramirez lived about
a block from the bar in the area called "La Rana". We
walked about 50 yards up the street to the front of my
brother Jess's house. From where we were standinot:>> we
could see Joe's car racing up to his home. Then we heard
the car start up again, and I told Bobby, "He's coming
back! He's probably got a gun!"
By that time I had told him that Joe was an exparatrooper and that he was known as a first class
barroom brawler.
"Don't you have anything we can defend ourselves
with?" he asked.
I told him, "My brother Ted brought a long Japanese
rifle back from Japan after the war. It's hanging on the
wall of the little room next to the garage" and I pointed

W
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'Spanish Lessons'
While I was editing THE FORUMEER IN 1971, I
decided to print some Spanish lessons ... actually Calo ...
so that our readers might understand what we were
writing about when we would occasionally lapse into
Spanish.
For the benefit of those middle class people who are
forced by virtue of their employment, to communicate
with people in the barrio, we offer this short course in
contempoary Chicano. This list was passed on to us at
the American GI Forum National Convention by f!
member of the Ladies Auxiliazy who thought that its
publication might prove helpful to some, and of course,
disgusting to others
Lucas ..... ... .. ... .. .. .. ...... .. .... ....... . Marijuana
Grifa .. ... ... .. ... .. ... .. .... .. .. ........... . Marijuana
Chante ... .. .... .. .. .. ........ .. .... ....... .... .. . House
Wisa ... ... ... ... .... .. .. .... .. .. . Girlfriend, Broad
Jale ••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Job
Borlo .. ... .. ... .. ... .. ...... .. .. ........... .... ... Dance
Arranar ............................. To get married
Vato ................................ Cat, Dude, Guy
Calcos ••••••••••••••••••••••..••.•.••••••••••••••• Shoes
Trucha! .................................. Watch Out!
Chueco ........... ........ .......................... Fink

Nel ....................................................... No
Chale .•••••••••••.••••.••••••••.•••••••••••.••.•••••• Nix
Simon ................................................ Yes
Filero .... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... ..... .. .. Knife
A Todo Dar ................................. Groovy
Buenota .... ................ .... ...... Tough Broad
Pirujo ................................................. Gay
Lata ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. . Lid of Grass
La Jura.................................... The Law
Placas ...................................... Policemen
Chotas .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. Policemen
Cafiro ............................................ Coffee
Lana •••..••••••••...•••...•••••••••••.•.••••.••• Money
Hando .. ...................... ............. ..... Money
Feria .. .. .... ............ ............... .. ..... .. Money
Teclo ... .... .... .... .... .. ...... .. .. ... ... White Guy
Refin ............................................... Food
Pis to .. ..... ........... .. .. .. Alcoholic Beverage
Cuete ................................................ Gun
Lira............................................... Guitar
Pongale! ................................. Go ahead!
Mayate................................. Black Man
Gringo ................................. White Trash
Gavacho ... ........ .. .. .. .. .. .... ....... White man
Gavacha ........................... White woman

(Cont. on Pg 364)

The Paratrooper
(Cont. from Pg 362)
to it.
"It's got a long bayonet attached to it!" I said,
watching the street for Ramirez's car.
"My brother, Paul, may be sleeping in there. Just
hoUer and tell him you're my friend and he'lllet you
in! I'll wait for Kenny!"
Bobby ran off to get a weapon and I leaned against
a parked car in front of my brother Jess's house and
watched for Ramirez.
Soon, the paratrooper's car rolled up to the bar in a
cloud of dust, and he hurriedly got out of his car and
walked inside, holding a bayonet upright in one hand.

Very soon, he came out and began walking to where
I was standing. I looked around to see if Bobby had
gotten the rifle, but could not see him in the darkness.
Seeing me standing on the street, Ramirez approached
me. I was relieved to see that he was not carrying a gun.
But the bayonet he had looked very ominous. And I
knew that he knew how to use it.
"Venga. Pelon. guiero hablar con usted!" Ramirez
said.
I walked cautiously around the car, keeping it between Joe and myself. "Chale. Joe. yo no guiero nada
con usted!"
"Venga. cabron," he said harshly and demandingly.
Partly because I was drunk, obviously; but partly

(Cont. on Pg 364)
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Spanish Lessons
(Cont. from Pg 363)
Carnal .......................................... Brother
Carnala ... .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .... .. ... .. .. .. Sister
Jefe ................................................... Dad
Jefa ................................................. Mom
Ay Te Watcho! ................... rn See You!
Horale! ..................... Greetings!, or OK!
Chansa .......................................... Maybe
Que Nuevas! .................... You Know It!

Me Canso, Ganso! ••••••••••••••••• No Sweat
Tiorica ....... ...... .. .. .. ....... .... ..... .. .. .. ... . Talk
Rola ......................... Phonograph Record
Destrampado .................... Not All There
Ploga .. ... .. .. ... ....... . .. ........ .. .. ..... .. .. .. Boxer
Chuntaro ................................. A Bracero
Chapo .. ................ .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Japanese
Sirol .. .. ....... .. ....... .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .... .. ... ... Sure!
Bronco .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. ... .. A Bracero
Pichoniar ... .... .............. .. ... To Make Love
Hetas ................................................. Lips
Chompeta .... .. .. ........ .. .. ...... .... .. ........ Head

Cuernos •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Forehead
Naretas . ......... .. .. .. .. .. ........... ....... .. .. .. Nose
Visas ............................................. Hands
Pinceles ...... ............ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ...... .. .. Feet
Piscas Grandes ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. The Harvest
Carlango. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. ..... .. . Coat

Tando ................................................. Hat
Tapa ................................................... Hat
La Ley ............................................. Cops
La Bolucha .............. .. . The Oranges Crop
Pistiar ........................................ To Drink
Refinar . .. ... ... .. .. .. ... .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. To Eat
Hoto .......................... .. .... ........... A Queer
Uno de Aquellos ........................ A Queer
Gorro de Voy Que Te Mato. ........ Helmet
Gorro de Fierro ...... .. ..... .. .. .. .. .... Hard Hat
Borloteando .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... ..... .. ... Dancing
Hetiar ........................................... To Kiss
Chuco .. ..... .. ............ .. .... ..... .. .. . A Pachuco
Cometas .................... .. .. .. .. ... .. .. The Nose
Maderiar. .. .. ..... .. ... .... .. .. ... .. .. .. ... To Flatter
Gabardino ................. ... .. ... .. ...... A Honky

Balas ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••• Beans
Polvora.. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ..... .. ... .. .. ... .. .. Beans
La Perrera ....... ........... .. ..... Paddy Wagon
La Julia ... ..... ......... .. .. ........ Paddy Wagon
Se Esta Rayando ..... Really Making Out!
Anda Pisto.............................. Intoxicated
Anda Cuete .. .. .. ..... ......... .. .. .. .. Intoxicated
Chupale! .................................. Drink Up!

Pluma ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••• An Indian

Anda de Lampara •••••••••.•••••••• Sponging

El Terre ....................................... Mexico
Dedo ................... ....... .. .... A Stool Pigeon
Poner El Dedo .. .. .. .. ... .. .... .. ... .. .. . to Finger
Rata .. ... ... .. A Helper in Harvesting Crops
Rata .. ... .. ... ..... .. .. ..... .... ..... .. .. Stool Pigeon

Lisa .................................................. Shirt
Tramos . .. .... .. .... ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Trousers

(Cont. on Pg 365)

The Paratrooper
because I prided myself on how fast I could run inspite
of being about 30 pounds overweight, I suddenly bolted
away from the car and down Pomegranate Street toward
Antelope. The houses seemed to be whizzing by me, and
I was congratulating myself on outrunning one of Uncle
Sam's elite paratroopers, when I suddenly realized that
he was in much better shape than I and would catch me
sooner or later. How long could I sustain my speed?
Where was I running to? Why had I taken off from the
relative safety of my brother's house? DISASTER!

About that time, my friend Kenny Saucedo's '56
Chevy rounded off Antelope Street onto Pomegranate
and he saw me running down the street with Joe Ramirez
hotly in pursuit.

Kenny turned a beautiful "U" between us, forcing Joe to pull up, then he accelerated to where I was
gasping for breath, opened his right front door, I
hopped in, and he gunned it out of there!
"QUE PASO?" Kenny shouted.
I was gasping for breath, finding it very difficult to
talk. "Bobby ...... Bob .... Bobby ... and ... El Coo Cuy ...

(Cont. on Pg 365)
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se hagararon ... se ... hagarraron a chingasos!" I gasped .
.. WHERE'S BOBBY? .. Kenny shouted.
"At my brother Jess's house, WE GOTTA PICK
HIM UP!"

Kenny wheeled around again and we drove past
Ramirez who was slowly walking dejectedly back
toward the Gomez Cafe.
At my brother Jess's house, we pulled into the
driveway, Bobby came out from behind a tree, hopped
in Kenny's car, and we were gone.
.. Why the hell did you start running, Sierra?" Bobby
asked excitedly, "Where did you think you were going?"
"I don't KNOW," I shouted back at him, "all of a
sudden I just started running. Kenny saved my ass! That
sonofabitch was gaining on me!"

What ever made me think that I could outrun Joe
Ramirez, the paratrooper? The alcohol, obviously.
There is no other reason.
I don't even want to think about what would have
happened when Ramirez caught up with me.
Someday ... if you are in the same room with me
watching an old western movie and you hear me give an
especially loud roar when the 7th Cavalry rides up to
save the settlers from the Indians, forget the U.S. Army.
I AM CHEERING FOR KENNY SAUCEDO!
Late that evening as the bus hurtled through the San
Joaquin Valley night bound for Los Angeles, I realized
that the next day I would be driving my car from Los
Angeles to Woodlake and that I would have to face the
music. Woodlake is too small to hide from anyone.
I thought about that the following morning as the bus
arrived at the 6th & Main Street dog house and as I
caught the trolley car for 41st & Figueroa where I was
living in a boarding house.
I remember walking up to my car parked on a side
street off Figueroa, starting it and driving to a gas station
to fill the tank. Then I wended my way up Vermont
Street to Olympic Boulevard, turned west and drove to
Sepulveda Boulevard and north over the hill into the San
Fernando Valley.
I stayed in the right lane all the way over the
Grapevine because I wasn't about to try to keep up with
new cars in my '39 Plymouth. What a relief it was to
break out of the mountains and see the long stretch of
Highway 99 leading to Bakersfield and home. Somehow I always had the feeling that from the first sight of
the vast San Joaquin Valley on it was all downhill.
Then I began thinking about going into Woodlake

and confronting the situation with Joe Ramirez, the
paratrooper.
I drove into Woodlake at about 5 in the afternoon and
stopped at La Copa Grande for a cold beer. My friend
Frank "El Borrego" Mejia was in there. His first words
to me were, "Te handa buscando Joe Ramirez."
I asked Borrego to go with me when I went to see Joe
Ramirez. I didn't know what he was going to do, and I
wanted someone to witness it.
After two or three more beers, he agreed to go with
me but said that he would stay in the car. He was a good
friend of Joe Ramirez and he didn't want any bad blood
developing between them. I understood that.

(Cont. on Pg 366)

'Spanish' Lessons
(Cont. from Pg 364)
El Coo Cuy .......................... Boogie Man
Chan ate . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... ......... .. .. ... .. ... . Coffee
Se Descuento ............................ .. He Left
Yesc a .... .. .. .... ........ .. .... .. .. ... .. .. . Marijuana
Turnio ................................... Cross Eyed
Canton........................................... House
Terco ..................................... Determined
Me La Rayo! .............................. I Swear!

Don Chuy ••••••••••••••••••.•••••••• Jesus Christ
Hospi .. .... ..... .. ...... .. ..... .. .. ....... .. ... Hospital
Coco Liso. ...... .. .. ... ... .. .... .... ..... Bald Head
Tu Madre! ......................... Same to You!
A La Brava Without Thinking, Doggedly
Se Tiro Tres ................................. To Fail
Domingo Siete ......................... Irrelevant

Se Tiro El Manaso •••..• He got Married
Achantado .. .. .. ........ ..... .... .. ... .. ... .. Married
Ya Estuvo! ................................ That's It!
Maliciala! .. .. .. . .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. . Realize It!
Datil ................................................. Date
Vacilando .. ........................ ... Goofing Off
Camarada ...................................... Buddy
Me Cae Sura ................... Don't Like Him
Quelites . .... .. .. .. .. .. .. . Immigration Officers
La Migra ..... .. .. .. .. .. . Immigration Officers
Birria .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... ....... .. .. .. .. .... .. ... ... ... . Beer
La Movida ..................... The Happenings
Trinquete .. .... ... .. .. .. .. .... .. . Shady Dealings

Dame Quebrada! ••••••••• Gimme a Break
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The Paratrooper
(Cont. from Pg 365)
We drove to Joe's house in La Rana. I parked, got
slowly out of the car and walked up to the front door of
the small house in which he lived.
KNOCK!
KNOCK!
KNOCK!
KNOCK!
"Quien es?" I heard the familiar voice.
"Pelon Sierra," I replied.
"Pase!" he said, and I opened the door slowly and
walked inside. He was laid back, watching television,
with a beer can in his hand.
He offered me a beer and I took it. He asked me who
was with me and I said El Borrego but that he didn't want

to come inside.
He got right to the point. "Quien es el vato que me
pego la otra noche?" he asked.
"Bobby Garcia," I replied, "He plays football for
Sequoias."
"Tira buenos chingasos, " he said matter of factly.
Ramirez knew who Bobby was because Garcia was
a highly touted football player in high school and at
College of Sequoias.
I apologized for the misunderstanding that had caused
him to get hit in the face. He said he understood. And that
was it.
He went to the door and called for Borrego to come
inside. He did. I stayed for another beer while they made
lots of small talk, and then I left.
WHEW! • • • • •

Retrieve $109,073 from City Venture
Corp.: SJ auditor; we agree ...
Feb. 1986 THE LEADER
Official newspaper of San Jose GI Forum
by Spark The Wonder Mutt
(MINNEAPOLIS)-- San Jose city auditor Gerald
Silva has recommended that San Jose retrieve from City
Venture Corp. $109,073 because the firm did not adhere
to federal accounting standards in computing its project
costs on a Free Enterprise Zone (FEZ) on the eastside.
ity Venture received $269,535 through the
city from June 1983 to June 1985 for the
proposed FEZ in East San Jose which 5th
Dist. Councilwoman Blanca Alvarado has said will
"create jobs."

C

DESTRUCTION OF
GOLF COURSE
The scheme is opposed by San Jose GI Forum
because it would mean destruction of Thunderbird Golf
Course. The 9-1/2 square mile FEZ could also result in
people's homes and small businesses being tom down to

make way for new development.

A letter to the editor of the SJ Mercury by
Humberto Garza, Chm., Civic Affairs Committee,
questioned why this city's only newspaper gave its
editorial vote of approval to the FEZ concept in April
1985 when there are so many unanswered questions
regarding the project.
Garza's letter pointed out the number of articles
which have appeared in the local press recently citing
the apparent financial problems being experienced by
Control Data Corporation, parent of City Venture Corp.
It asked why the City, with the Mercury's blessing,
is doing business with a firm which the financial pages
tell us is experiencing financial problems.

NOT AGAINST 'JOBS'
We recently caught up with Mr. Garza and David
Sierra at the Boots & Saddle, their second home on
Alum Rock A venue.
"We are not against creation ofjobs," said Mr. Garza
during the interview, "What we ARE against is destruction of a badly-needed recreational facility. Why can•t

(Cont. on Pg 367)
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Retrieve $$$
(Cont. from Pg 366)
our Councilwoman take her Gringo friends and their
bulldozers somewhere else? Anywhere else!"
"Are you people waging a vendetta against the
Councilwoman from the 5th District?" we asked.
"Hell no, Spark," they both replied simultaneously.

"We want to keep the golf course. We don't care
who represents this district at City Hall," Mr. Garza
continued.
"That goes for me too, Spark," Sierra replied, "If she
calls off her effort to tear down the golf course, our
efforts end also. Our councilwoman told us that her first
priority is creating jobs. Our first priority is saving the
golf course. We believe that both are noble aspirations.

We KNOW she can create jobs without tearing
down the golf course, but there is no way that we can
save the golf course without opposing her because
she appears to be the only one at The Crooked Glass
Tower that is FOR it!"

Swim Meet at
Santa Barbara

TIME TO RETREAT

In 1966, I outswam two San Jose GI Forum members who questioned my natatorial ski lls at the Miramar
Hotel in Santa Barbara during an American GI Forum
state convention. It was a night meet, and since I had not
reme mbered to pack my swim trunks, it was also au
naturel. Or ... in Spanish .. .. en pe lotas. Well, not quite.

We believe that the City of San Jose should sever its
relationship with City Venture. Call the initial $269,535
a bad investment, fire a 2 1-gun salute, sound some
bugles, and retreat de volada. After all, what in hell is
$259,535 when we "lost" $60,000,000 just a couple of
years ago, B.A. ?

Ed Camunez, Jess Reza, and I left the California
GI Forum convention banquet early because three
Dodgers fans wanted to watch a televised game
between Koufax & Co. and the hated SF Giants.
While watching the game in their poolside cabaiia.
Reza asked me if I knew how to swim.

Want to "create jobs" on the eastside? Fix the
streets, cut down weeds growing in the median dividers, build a restroom at Plata Arroyo Park, hang up
more ofthose Red Army communist banners seen on
Alum Rock Avenue over the holidays, etc. There are
many other problems in Ms. Alvarado's district.

"You kiddin'? Raised in Woodlake, two blocks from
Bravo Lake, and surrounded by the St. 1ohns and Kaweah
rivers? I bet I can swim better than either of you guys !
I replied.
"Is that you or Budweiser talking, David?" he
asked, "after the game we'll find out. I'll race you.
"Count me in!" said Camunez.
They had bathing trunks. I didn't, so I peeled down

The boys are even learning to sing "Blue Bayou,"
B.A.'s favorite song, and will sing it for the Councilwoman one of these days. David has agreed to do a tap
dance while Humberto sings.

Mayor Tom McEnery and City Councilwoman Pat
Sausedo are two outspoken critics of Councilwoman
Alvarado's plan.

MERCURY NOW SAYS
"NO MAS'
The San Jose Merc ury in a recent editorial agreed
with city auditor Silva that San Jose ought to initiate
proceedings to recover its funds from City Venture
Corp. Right on , Fishwrap! W e concur. And we urge
Mayor McEnery and Councilwoman Sausedo to keep

II

II

(Cont. on Pg 368)
asking questions.

And the rest of the Council should keep at least
one eye open and their hands on their pocketbooks
whenever someone mentions Free Enterprise Zone
around City Hall. • • • • •
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Birthday
Lap Dance
for JGL
A good friend of ours was celebrating his 60th
birthday (or something like that) and his friends decided
to do it up right. They conspired with the owners of his
favorite cocktail lounge on San Jose's eastside and held
an after-work festivity so his best friends could attend it.
A large group of his amigos were quietly sipping
their cocktails when we we re suddenly surprised to see
the celebrant being pushed out on the dance fl oor and

onto a chair by two beautiful ladies who then proceeded
to doff their outerwear.
Having spent most of his adult life pursuing beautiful people of the opposite gender our birthday boy got
with the program pronto. No blushing violet he, JGL
enjoyed the show more than the friends who thought
they were going toM-bare-ass him !
A number of photos of the lap dancers and our
birthday boy were passed around a few weeks later at a
San Jose GI Foru m meeting. One of them found itself
into the pocket of a person who will remain anonymous
since the birthday boy and he are considered to be
friends.

Swim Meat at S.B.
(Cont. from Pg 367)
to my tighty whitey shorts, walked down the steps into
the water, warmed up for a little while and announced
that I was ready.
This is being written in 1996 and they have both
moved on to their reward, but this story has been
rehashed time and time again at GI Forum conventions.
The only thing they don't talk about is the results of the
length-of-the-pool race.
Did anyone ever hear either Ed or Jess claim that
they won? Neither did I, because they were both
honorable gentlemen and not given to mendacity.
fter the "swim meet" we were discussing a
diving contest when all of a sudden we
realized that the banquet had ended and we
were surrounded by nicely dressed people returning to
their cabanas.
Over the years it has been told that we were in the
pool buck ass naked , etc., etc., etc. Not true, exactly.
White shorts become transparent when they are wet,
and if any of the ladies wanted to look close enough,
well ... hell, take a good look, ladies, said me and
Budweiser. • • • • •

A

Two of San 1ose's finest ... lap dancers ... do theirnumber
on the birthday boy. We had been invited to a birthday
party but neither us nor the birthday boy expected this.
Nevertheless, get it on, honeys!

Free Speech
Every citizen may freely speak, write
or print on any subject, be ing responsible for the abuse of that liberty.
--State of Pennsylvania
Con stitution
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U.S. Olympic Track & Field Trials
Rafer Johnson, Bragg, Thomas, Norton
Set Records at 1960 U.S. Trials
the line and the throw was disEL EXCENTRICO Magazine
--by E. David Sierra
Boston Uni versity sophomore John Thomas got off a tremendous leap of ?-3-3/4 inches in the high jump a nd husky Don Bragg
of the U.S . Army went 15-9- J/4 inches in the pole vault, as Uncle
Sam's track and field fo rces flexed their muscles and fl as hed their
speed before 65,000 deliri ous fa ns at S tanford Stadium on Friday
and Saturday, July 1-2, 1960.
In other highli ghts o f the two day track and field carni val held
for the express purpose of selecting an American team to do battle
against the world's best later this year in the Olympic Games at
Rome, Santa Clara Youth Village's ramblin' Ray Norton ste pped
off th e 200 me ters in 20.5, winning the finals by fi ve yards over
Stone Johnson of Gramb li ng College who earl ier in the day had won
his heat, also in 20.5 .
!3oth times broke the esta blished world record of 20.6 (200
meters around a turn) set by Andy Stanfield in 1951.
1956 Ol ympic C hampion Lee Calhoun flashed over the 11 0
me ter high hurdles in 13.4, tying the Ame rican record set by Jack
Davis in the '56 trials a t Bakersfield, Calif.
Like all other Olympic Trials in the past, this was a meet that
had everything. T here were world records, American records,
stad ium records, all time personal bests by a large number of
compe ti tors. There were injuries, heartbreaks, tears, a nger, and
elation.
Probably the most conspicious absence fro m the 1960 Olympi a ns w ill be
burl y
Bill
Ne ider o f th e
U.S. Army who
failed to qualify
in the shot put.
The big
245 lb. Firs t
Lieutenant had
a put of 65-7
earlier in the
yearbuta bandaged right leg
hampered his
efforts and he
will be missing
at Rome. Bill
had a heave of
over 62 feet on
his lastattempt
but his foot
cros sed ove r

•

qualified.
A dejected , sad, William
Neider walked slowly out of the
huge Stanford are na, as if no t
L
being able to believe that fo ur
years of hard work a nd exercises
had gone fo r naught. But indeed
they had.
Greg Bell, ex-U niversity of
Ray Norton
Indiana broadjumpe r, fi nished
4th in his specialty. Four years
ago he went over 26 fee t a nd for a time was hailed as the man most
likely to erase Jesse Owe ns' world mark of 26-8.
At Sta nford he finished 4th, just 1-1/2 inches o ut of3 rd place.
and a trip to the J960 games.
The American 400 meter relay team at Rome will be
composed of Ray Norton of Oakland, Calif.; Frank Budd of th e
Philadelphia Pioneer Club ; Paul Winder of Morgan State
University; and Duke University's sprinting sensation Dave
Sime, co-holder of three world records. They should win easily.
The 400 meter relay team is expected to break the world record
set in the '56 games at Melbourne, Australia o f39 .5 by Ira Murchison.
Leamo n Kin g, Thane Baker, and Bobby Morrow.
JOHNSON REPE ATS IN
DECATHLON TRIALS
Rafer Johnson, pride of little Kingsburg, Ca lifornia, in the
heart of the sprawling San Joaquin Valley, again bested the best
all around athletes in the U.S. to capture the American Decathlon Championship contested at Eugene, Oregon.
With the title goes a trip to Rome to compete in the XV II
Olympiad.
In winning, Johnson established a new world record of 8683
poi nts in the grueling I 0 event grind, breaking the old mark of8357
held by Vasily Kuzne tsov of the Soviet Uni on.
The 24-year o ld graduate student at UCLA broke into tears
whe n his first attempt wi th the javel in sai led 233 feet 3 inc he to
crack t.he old mark.
Rafer will atte mpt to bring the Olympic Decathl on title back 1o
the San Joaquin Valley after a n a bsence of 8 years. Bob Mathias or
Tulare won the title in 1948 and 1952.
NOTES AND QUOTES :
Dyro l Burleson, wi nne r o r the 1500 me ter run: "No, I wasn't
tired. This wasn'tmy best race."
Bill Alley of K a nsas University heaved the j a velin 282-3,
just ONE HALF INCH from AI Cantello's world record but it
was a foul throw. Alley broke the world mark a week later, with
a bum leg!
ALL shot putters threw better than Parry O'Brie n's Olympic
Games record of 60- 10 inc hes !!
John Thomas cleared 7 feet for the 35th time.
Five men cleared 6-1 0" in the high jump.
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Five men cleared 25 feet in the broad jump.
Fortune Gordien, American record holder with an all time best
of 194-6, finished SEVENTH in the discus in this meet!
SIX men jumped over 15 feet in the pole vault! Bob
Gutowski, the world and American record holder, finished in
a tie for SEVENTH place!!
Unlike other countries, including Russia, where the Olympic
teams are sponsored by the government, the American team is
dependent on contributions from interested U.S. citizens.
If you would like to donate to the U.S. Olympic Fund, send
your dollars to:
United States Olympic Committee
Biltmore Hotel
New York 17, New York.
THE 1960 U.S. OLYMPIC
TRACK & FIELD TEAM:
JOOMETERS:
Ray Norton
Frank Budd
Dave Sime
Paul Winder

Oakland, Calif.
Asbury Park, N.J.
Fair Lawn, N.J.
Pleasantville, N.J.

5000 METERS:
Jim Beatty
Bill Dellinger
Bob Soth

Charlotte, N.C.
Springfield, Oregon
Long Beach, CA

400 METER HURDLES:
Barberton, Ohio
Glenn Davis
Los Angeles, CA
Dickie Howard
Grand Forks, N.Dak.
Cliff Cushman
HAMMER THROW:
AI Hall
Southington, Conn.
Hal Connally
Santa Monica, CA
Ed Bagdonas
Hubbardston, Mass.
SHOT PUT:
Dallas Long
Parry O'Brien
Dave Davis

Phoenix, AZ
Santa Monica, CA
Canoga Park, CA

HIGH JUMP:
John Thomas
Joe Faust
Charles Dumas

Cambridge, Mass.
Culver City, CA
Los Angeles, CA

BROAD JUMP:
Ralph Boston
Anthony Watson
Bo Roberson

Laurel, Mississippi
Okla City, OK
Philadelphia, PA

JAVELIN:
AI Cantello
Bill Alley
Terry Beucher

Norristown, PA
Short Hills, N.J.
Overland Park, Kansas

Penns Grove, NJ
Burbank, CA
Grand Prairie, TX

200METERS:
Ray Norton
Stone Johnson
Les Carney
400METERS:
Jack Yerman
Earl Young
Otis Davis
Ted Woods

Woodland, Calif.
San Fernando, CA
Los Angeles, CA
Pittsburgh, PA

800METERS:
Tom Murphy
Jerry Siebert
Ernie Cunliffe

Brooklyn, NY
Willits, CA
Claremont, CA

POLE VAULT:
Don Bragg
Ron Morris
Dave Clark

1500 METERS:
Dyrol Burleson
Jim Grelle
Pete Close

CottageGrove, Oregon
Portland, Oregon
Manchester, Conn.

HOP, STEP, JUMP:
Ira Davis
Philadelphia, PA
Herman Stokes
Los Angeles, CA
Bill Sharpe
Philadelphia, PA

STEEPLECHASE:
George Young
Phil Coleman
Deacon Jones

Silver City, N.Mex.
Champaign, Illinois
Iowa City, Iowa

DISCUS:
Rink Babka
AI Oerter
Dick Cochran

Palo Alto, CA
West Babylon, NY
Brookfield, MO

DECATHLON:
Rafer Johnson
Dave Edstrom
Phil Mulkey

Kingsburg, CA
Eugene, Oregon
Memphis, Tennessee

Oakland, Calif.
Dallas, TX
Akron, Ohio

110 METER HURDLES:
Gary, Indiana
Lee Calhoun
Chicago, Illinois
Willie May
Pontiac, Michigan
Hayes Jones
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Judge sets unusual penalty
for youth who killed two in
drunk driving accident

Was Punishment Fair?
According to an article in the Houston Chronicle, a
j udge ordered strict probationary conditions for a 19year-old boy who killed two people in an auto accident.
The high school senior was speeding when his car
slammed into a van driven by a 45-year old father. Two
people were killed in the crash.
The teenager pleaded no contest to intoxicated manslaughtercharges, and served six months in jail. He was
released on 10 years' probation, with these conditions:
l. Attend boot camp.
2. Erect a cross and a Star of David at the accident
site, and maintain the symbols and the area around
them.
3. Carry a sign for five days outside a bar that reads,
"I killed two people while driving drunk."

Congress Strikes Again!
Don't bother wishing your congressman a Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year because they have already assured
themselves of one with a whopping 39%
pay increase they recently voted to themselves.
Wanna make somethin' of it, chumps?

4. Carry pictures of the victims in his wallet for 10
years.
5. Refrain from driving for 10 years.
6. Speak to students at his high school about his
experience.
7. Observe an autopsy of a person killed in a drunken
driving accident.
8. Send $10 every week for 10 years to a memorial
fund in the names of the victims.
9. Place flowers at their graves on their birthdays for
10 years.
We ask our readers. Is thi s fair or not? Should the
punishment have been more severe? Is it too harsh?
WHAT DO Y-0-U THINK? • • • • •

Sue us. Know wo's gonna hear the case?
The U.S. Supreme Court. And we gave
them a raise too!
Your move, idiots!Thanksforthevotes.
suckers!
THE LEADER, San Jose GI Forum
Nov. 1989
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Mario Vazquez Apology Letter
Aug. 20, 1970

EDITOR'S NOTE: Mario Vazquez and I had
had another of our frequent confrontations at a
California delegation caucus during the 1970
American GI Forum national convention in Flint,
Michigan. He brought the problem back home.
pparently his brother Bob and he
were pressuring Fred, Subscrip
tion Manager for THE FORUMEER,
to resign in protest against my actions. I let Fred
know exactly why I had said what I said about
Mario at the California caucus.

A

He suggested that I write to Mario and
explain my feelings. I knew that Mario Vazquez
was not going to appreciate receiving a letter of
apology from David Sierra, but I wrote it anyway. Here is what I wrote:
Mario Vazquez
2329 Raggio A venue
Santa Clara, CA
Dear Mario:
Your brother Fred suggested that I contact you
regarding the flap that has developed in this area since
we returned from the national convention at Flint.

I was intending to do it anyway, because I do not
believe that the differences between us should in any
way be allowed to harm the American GI Forum.
Fred has been contacted and asked to drop his
involvement in the Forumeer project. As you weD
know, he is a man who thinks for himself and has thus
agreed to continue as Subscription Manager.
He did not tell me who were the individuals who had
contacted him and I did not ask. At the moment I am only
concerned with the fact that he wants to continue to be
part of the Forumeer team.

Mario,Iamaware that there are those Forumeers,
attending their first-ever American GI Forum national convention, who were ''shocked'' by the total,
seemingly, lack of delegate organization, the idea of
the Texas and California delegations NOT AGREE-

lNG ON ANYTHING, and the large numbers of
people from Washington at the convention which
sometimes makes it appear to be a "federal" show.
The shock is understandable. I felt the same way in
San Diego in 1966 at my first national convention.
Some individuals were also "shocked" to hear some
of the language used at the California caucus.
Let me make one point very, very clear to you. It is
my contention and always has been, that if you want to
disagree with anyone in your own delegation, as heated
or biased as your disagreement may be, that disagreement should take place in a closed room caucus, with
only members of your own state delegation present.
Also, whatever is said in that room should remain
there. It should not become a local chapter issue when
you return home.lt should not become the concern of the
Regional Chairman in our area and it certainly should
not be cause for a "movement" at the state level to ask for
my resignation from the chairmanship of the San Jose
Chapter.

We meet in caucus for one purpose: TO
AIR OUR DIFFERENCES IN A CLOSED
ROOM, AWAY FROM THE EYES AND
EARS OF OTHER DELEGATIONS.
he language that I used at Flint is, of
course, inexcusable and unwarranted and
I am not defending my choice of words in
any way, shape or form.

T

However, in weighing what I had to say about your
possible candidacy for national chairman with the endorsement of the California delegation, I wish that you
would consider that my disagreements with you took
place in a closed room, not in front of the entire national
convention assembly, and certainly not in the cocktail
lounge to be heard by your friends in the other state
delegations.
I am well aware that you are a man that is respected
nationally by many people involved in projects within
and without the American GI Forum for the good of our
people, and I certainly did not want to harm your
reputation with them. I hope that you can give me credit
for at least that.

(Cont. on Pg 373)
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Vazquez Letter
(Cont. from Pg 372)
Last week I received a letter from Bob Rodriguez
asking for my resignation as San Jose Chapter Chairman. I informed Bob that I had no intention of resigning
my post. I could be replaced by those who elected me to
the office in the first place but I feel that I owe it to those
who had confidence in my leadership qualities to lead
our chapter, and to continue until THEY cast their votes
to oust me if they wish.
too was shocked at the national convention,
Mario. ~fter being elected the official delegate
for Regton IX for the second consecutive year I
was handed a sheet of paper by State Chairman Louis
Cortez designating me as the California delegate to the
Forumeer Committee Meeting BUT with the word ALTERNATE behind my name. Don't you think that I had
the feeling that someone was trying to screw me??
When I appealed his decision at a subsequent caucus
I got the feeling that the entire delegation felt that his
action was appropriate, and for the sake of unity, immediately dropped my idea of appealing my suspension on
the assembly floor.
I think that the action taken by National Secretary
Zeke Duran asking for my recall was right. He chose to
bring it on the floor of the national convention and get
the feeling of the supreme body of the organization. As
you are very well aware, the convention recognized that
I am a human being, that I make social blunders, and
although apologizing for them as I did to the entire body
does not wipe out the stigma of having committed them,
it does show that I am aware of my shortcomings and I
can apologize to those who feel wronged by me.

I

You are also aware that the National Chairman
gave me a thorough verbal reaming on the convention floor. It is not easy to accept all that chastisement
in front of your fellow men, Mario. I want you to ask
yourself what you would have done in similar circumstances. I chose to stay and fight, and the general
membership of the American GI Forum demonstrated by roll call vote that they wanted me to
continue to serve as their National Editor.
Sunday morning, National Chairman Joe Juarez and
I had a long talk about The Forumeer. he dictated policy
to me on what he expected the paper to be in the year
ahead and I mentioned to him that he was the FIRST

Donny and Marie
It is my humble opinion that if you dressed
Donny and Marie Osmond in drag, damned few
people could tell them apart, even their parents.
I don't dislike Marie Osmond. I think she's
cute as hell, and believe it or not, I think she has
a good singing voice. I would like to see her
frown once in a while, that toothy grin gets old
after a while.
Donny, isn't it about time you started calling
yourself Don ... or Donald? Isn't it time to grow
up, pal?

national chairman ever to take the time to discuss
Forumeer policy and tell me what he wanted. (Campos
and I decided that I would make policy for The Forumeer.
Doctor Garcia and I NEVER discussed it.)
I pledged to Mr. Juarez that we would bend every
effort to follow his policies to the letter, recognizing that
he has enough troubles already without being bugged by
Forumeer Editor-hating members from elsewhere.

tatewide, we met with Regional Chair
man Mike Ybarra and State Chair
man Louis Cortez on Friday evening, August 14th. The Regional Chairman felt that caucus
disagreements should stay at the caucus.

S

The State Chairman said that he is "contemplating
action on the state level." According to Bob Rodriguez's
letter to me there is ALREADY a "movement afoot" so
it becomes evident that one of the two, or both, are not
leveling with me.
At our chapter meeting on Friday, August 7th, I was
made aware that a member was coming to the meeting
and ask my resignation. I am also aware that a petition
is being circulated to that effect.

Again, I want to reiterate that I do not intend to
resign. If pushed, I am going to ask for a full hearing,
with all the facts presented by those who were at
Flint, not by people who have an axe to grind locally
for whatever reasons they choose to deem reasonable.
Since the San Jose Chapter Chairman does not
intend to go through the rest of his term of office with the
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$150 Billion Yearly?
The military action in Iraq is costing
the United States $150 BILLION dollars
yearly. (TIME magazine, April 7, 2003).
Couldn't that money be better spent
taking care of America and American
citizens, instead of trying to reform the
Middle East?

Vazquez Letter
(Cont. from Pg 373)
threat of a "contemplated action at the state level"
hanging over his head, I have asked State Chairman
Cortez to take some sort of action by this weekend,
August 22, or I am going to initiate some kind of action
to clear the air and get down to the basic facts of this
matter.
It is hard enough doing the job we are trying to do
without having internal bickering disrupting our
every move. If we are going to have some action,
whether it be local, regional, or state, I believe that
we should do it as soon as possible and get on with the
work that is vital to our organization.
I also am aware, Mario, that the State Chairman, by
his own admission, has written Vicente Ximenes apologizing for my behavior at the national convention banquet. Suffice to say that I consider it very presumptions
for ANYONE to apologize to anyone else for MY
behavior.
believe that I am man enough and eloquent
enough to do my own apologizing whenever I
think that an apology is warranted. I already did
that, before 400 Forumeers assembled at the national
convention. You have the tape recordings and I am sure
that by now everyone you think is interested has already
heard it. I don't blame you for playing the tapes to
whomever wants to hear them. That was official convention business, acted upon on the floor of the national
convention, and as such all dues-paying Forumeers are
entitled to know. Right on!
Back to Mr. Cortez's apologizing. While he is in an
apologizing mood, perhaps he might want to apologize
to my wife and the wives of other Forumeers for his
behavior at the Region IX meeting hosted by South San

I

Jose Chapter in May of 1969 at the UAW Hall in
Milpitas. He appeared at the dance that evening, drunk,
clothes askew, addressing people in the following manner: "How are you, you old cock-sucker?" and "Hi, you
old son of a bitch!" and other shocking expletives in the
presence of our wives! Como dijo Larry Amaya, 'Let he
who is without sin cast the first stone.'
o you can readily understand, Mario, that
anyone who drinks to excess has at one
time or another committed social faux paxes
of which he or she is ashamed.
I am willing to excuse Mr. Cortez's social blunders, but his puritanical mind cannot excuse mine.
Help me, Lord, cause this man wants my ass!!
I have a great deal of admiration for those who are
able to drink sociably and not to excess (you are one of
those). Unfortunately, for me, I am not possessed of the
will power to have a few drinks socially and quit when
I am beginning to become inebriated. But I am also
tolerant of those who are like me.

S

MARIO, IF YOU WANT TO CONSIDER TIDS
LETTER AN APOLOGY AND AN EXPLANATIONOFMYFEELINGS,ITISEXACTLYTHAT.
I want you to know, and I believe that you know it,
that when I use the term "son of a bitch" in reference to
some individual, and when it is used in reference to me,
I do not take it seriously. I think that you know that. It is
a term that you, yourself, have used to describe mutual
acquaintances and it has been taken in that sense.
I will be very frank for a moment. My contention that
you are not qualified to serve as National Chairman of
the American GI Forum is, of course, personal. It is
based on the following facts: During your administration as California State Chairman in 1967-68 your
administration lost the state banner.

Your administration lost a typewriter belonging to the American GI Forum from the
state office when (someone) left the state
office door open all night (too much drinking?). And I know it was open all night be-

Don•t learn the tricks
of the trade,
LEARN THE TRADE.
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Antuna, Unsung Hero
by E. David Sierra
Editor, THE LEADER
For more years than many of us can remember,
LEONARD ANTUNA, a member of this chapter, has
been a good friend to many struggling San Jose State
University students, and other community people who
frequent his Mexican Restaurant on So. 1Oth Street.
eonard Antuna is the type of person who
always cooperates with everything his chap
ter does, and you know what we mean if
you've seen him working at the Fiestas Patrias celebrations.
How many other businessmen do you know who
takes a full day off from his business to pitch in and help
us on that very important day?
But there's another side to Leonard Antuna. Do you

L

Mario Vazquez Letter
(Cont. from Pg 374)

cause I was the first man there on another
occasion and the door was wide open!
our administration lost the check stubs for
checks written during the year and the new
administration had no way to check up on
how much money was actually expended that year. And
you refused to attend a Finance Committee Meeting at
the State Board Meeting in Santa Barbara even though
you were present at the site.
Your administration did NOT deliver to the newly
elected State Chairman any waste baskets, desk blotters,
pencil sharpeners, and other office equipment belonging to the State and bought with state money.

Y

Your administration's Treasurer, Joe Sarzoza
and yourself, presented one financial report to the
Santa Barbara board meeting and another one to the
San Jose Chapter meeting a week later.

You were ordered by the State Board Meeting to announce the California GI Forum's with-

know that he is a member of the Flying Doctors teams
who go into Mexico, to remote villages, to give medical
aid to poor families? Leonard uses his language skills,
his compassion for those less fortunate than himself, and
his burning desire to help the less fortunate to assist in
this vital effort.
But ... there is more.
Do you know that he also agrees to house Mexican
children when they are brought here for medical treatment that cannot be rendered in Mexico? He houses and
feeds the children from the time they arrive in San Jose
until they are sufficiently recovered to return to their
homeland.
Surely, LEONARD ANTUNA stands tall as one of
the finest of our finest members. And THAT is what
community service is all about, folks. Don't worry about
who gives you credit, JUST DO IT.

drawal from the SER Project in order to shock
OEO and Labor Department officials into getting off their dead asses on the project. The
announcement was supposed to be made at El
Paso during the El Paso Conference. You agreed
at Santa Barbara to make the announcement and
at El Paso you DID NOT follow state policy.

W

hen San Jose Chapter won the right to
host the 1968 Mid-Year Conference at
San Jose in January of 1968 you called a
Santa Clara Forumeer from Denver, Colorado, and told
him to hold up finalizing the plans for the Santa Clara
Black & White Ball at the Cabana because the Mid-Year
Conference was coming to "California" and as State
Chairman you might be able to swing it to Santa Clara.
Your administration's use of NYC girls in the state
office was criticized and questioned by the local district
attorney's office in telephone conversations with me
during my last term as San Jose Chapter Chairman,
1967-1968.

Your administration saw State Executive
Secretary Dan Tellez QUIT. Joe Sarzoza, State
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(Cont. from Pg 375)

Treasurer, QUIT. Martin Perez, State Secretary, QUIT. And I, myself, a flunky in the
state office staff, resigned when I was assured
by yourself and the Treasurer that you could
put out the state newsletter without my help.
A few months later I was called by Exec Secretary
Abel Martinez and asked to assist in putting out the
Newsletter! He informed me that you were out of town
and had said, .. Pay him if necessary but get the job done ...
After I assisted your Exec and billed you for $50 you
took the bill to the State Board Meeting at Santa Barbara
and had the State Board vote on whether to pay the bill
or not. The State board voted to pay me. You paid me
personally, with a personal check, at the San Jose
Chapter meeting.
Yon then showed an entry DAVID SIERRA -$50
- For Personal Services on subsequent rmancial reports to the State board and State Convention. Why
wasn't I paid with a state of California check?
In 1968 at the Corpus Christi national convention
you were a candidate for national chairman along with
Dan Campos of San Jose and Larry Montoya of San
Diego. Agreeing to drop out of the race if you were not
endorsed by the California delegation (as did the other
two candidates), you finished THIRD in the first ballot.
Dan Campos subsequently eked out a narrow 7-6 win
over Montoya and went on to capture the national
chairmanship.
fter Campos was endorsed by California,
you continued to campaign for national
chairman and other state delegations were
asking us if we had REALLy endorsed Campos. You
also refused to wear a CAMPOS FOR CHAIRMAN
lapel sticker as the rest of the delegation was doing.
In aU sincerity, Mario, I have to seriously question whose side you were on in that campaign.
At the 1969 national convention at Cheyenne you
and I were the candidates for Region IV delegate. We
were told to leave the room and the delegation voted on
whom to seat as the official Region IV delegate. I won
17-3 and after we returned home there was much discussion about the underhanded methods used in selecting a
delegation. (???)
Also, Mario, there is a $40 telegraph bill owing to

A

Western Union for telegrams and letters from your
administration which was never paid even after you
were billed after you left office.
According to the new administration, they had no
record of what the bill was for, personal or state business, so they chose to believe that it was your personal
bill and refused to pay it. Western Union has subsequently chalked it off as a .. bad debt...

On the basis of the preceding facts, I did not
feel that you should get the endorsement of the
California delegation, and I said so, in very
strong language.
ario, I am forwarding a copy of this
letter to your brother, Fred. He was
man enough to come and speak to me
about the pressures he was undergoing to quit a project
to which he has devoted hundreds of hours of time and
an entire room of his residence. He has also given our
circulation department some respectability which it has
always lacked before the project came to San Jose. I do
not want to lose him from the project because he has
been a devoted servant of the American GI Forum and
a close personal friend for many years.
My personal feelings for why you should or should
not be National Chairman will, of course, remain
between the three of us, insofar as this letter is
concerned.
I think that you should realize that I do not intend to
be railroaded out of my office of San Jose Chapter
Chairman or National Editor of The Forumeer because
I had the consideration and honesty to tell you, to your
face, in a closed room, how I viewed your candidacy at
the time.
I have been on both sides of the political spectrum
from you. At Palo Alto, some of your close friends (???)
in San Jose Chapter decided to run Dan Campos for state
chairman at the last minute to foil your plans of being
state chairman. I did my part to see Dan win.
At Santa Barbara, we had our differences and even
though you got the endorsement of the nominating
committee, Dan was re-elected.
At Riverside, facing lots of opposition from the socalled "power structure .. of the San Jose Chapter, we
worked as hard as we have ever worked for any Forum
candidate, delivered all but one vote to you for State
Chairman and you won.
When you are evaluating our friendship (or lack

M
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HEARING,

~

by E. David Sierra

Losing It Completely

I

guess most of us take the sense of hear
ing for granted because we have always
had it. My hearing has always been bad. As
far back as I can remember I recall asking those I
was talking to to repeat what they had just said. I
wanted to make sure I was hearing what I thought I
was hearing.
I don't know how old I was when I learned how to
swim. Me and my friends spent many of our summer
days in the waters of the St. Johns and the Kaweah Rivers which flow near Woodlake where I grew up.
When I went down deep trying to touch the bottom
I would experience a sense of numbness in my ears,
and my hearing seemed to get worse. I would come to
the surface, pound on my head to clear out the water I
was sure was plugging up my ears.
I didn't know how "normal" people hear, I assumed
we all had the same problem. I had never known anything else.

When I took my military induction tests in Los Angeles at the age of 19, I was told by a military doctor
that I was not acceptable for military service because
my feet were flat. Very flat.
Also, your hearing is very bad, not enough to disqualify you from military service but very bad ...
11

SCHOOL WAS NOT FUN
School was never fun. Whenever teachers said something I always seemed to miss half of it. I never got the
whole message.
I dropped out of a basic mathematics course in high
school because I didn't like the teacher asking me questions that I could not answer. The other students laughed.
It hurt. It puzzled me why I wasn't able to grasp what he
was teaching when most of the other students seemed
to pick it up. I got the idea that I wasn't very smart.

BOOKS vs. LECTURES
I have always preferred to learn things by reading
about them, or by looking at films, though movies are a

MILITARY PHYSICAL

(Cont. on Pg 3 78)

Vazquez Letter

our differences between ourselves and treat our differences as that.
I can assure you of one thing: I will not get

(Cont. from Pg 376)
of it), consider the aforementioned facts also.

involved in a discussion on this matter with anyone
else unless you are personally there.

I don't think any individual in this world wants to
have his character evaluated on the basis of what he was
doing or saying at ONE particular point in his life. You
have made mistakes and for sure I have made my share
of them. You are the individual who can do the most to
terminate this senseless intermingling of California GI
Forum business with personal differences.
You can also encourage it to continue if that is what
you want.
I, for one, think that if we are going to "take some
action on a statewide basis we should get with it. On the
other hand, we can also say that caucuses are for airing

e believe in being forthright, honest,
and to the point. But I also believe
that when I am making accusations about
you, concerning your qualifications for National Chairman, you have a perfect right to be there to correct me if
I overstate some point.
All I ask is that you, the State Chairman, and other
persons concerned with this matter, respect my right to
differ with you.

II

W

Mario, I am sure that you are aware that we have
been asked to join some Chicano organizations in
this area seeking your ouster as a member of the
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problem because some actors tend not to look directly
at the camera nor to speak up so I can make out what
they are saying. Some mumbled their lines. (You got
that, Marlon Brando?)
LIPREADING
Where I was really behind everyone else was in large
rooms where I did not find a seat close to the speaker.
From the back of the room, I could hear people speaking but I could not make out what they were saying.
aybe I was already reading lips with
out realizing it. When I could not hear
what was going on it made it very easy
to be distracted, my mind tended to wander elsewhere
and focus on other things. I just hoped that whomever
was speaking would not ask me any questions.

M

Men who have large bushy mustaches are also a
problem. If I cannot see their lips move it becomes
very difficult for me to make out what they are saying.
I have a friend who has a habit of talking to me,

SpiderWebs
Spider webs are God's way of telling
your mother-in-law that
you are a lousy housekeeper.
--Anon.

Vazquez Letter
(Cont. from Pg 377)
board of the Southwest Council of La Raza. I am
sure that you remember our conversations about
this subject in the past.
I do not seek your ouster. But I would like to see the
organization meet in the San Jose area so that we can
become better acquainted with its personnel and its
programs
.Sincerely and Fraternally,
E. David Sierra, Chairman
San Jose Chapter,
American GI Forum
cc: Fred Vazquez.

then walking away, continuing his dialogue, then accusing me of just "hearing what you want to ~ear...
He still does not believe I cannot hear him unless
he is standing right in front of me, looking directly at
me and enunciating clearly. I used to have long conver~ations with him about a hundred subjects, but now
it is no fun. He can hear me but I cannot hear him.
SWIMMING POOL
At the senior citizens complex where we live we
use the swimming pool. Sometimes I would swim, try
to touch the bottom of the deep end. My ears would
hurt. I would feel a numbness in my ears, like my hearing had suddenly gotten worse. It was frighteni.ng. At
one point I told Gloria that I would no longer swim underwater because I felt that my hearing was worsening.
FIRST HEARING AID
I got my first hearing aid about fifteen years ago
(around 1990) because KAISER referred me to a hearing specialist on O'Connor Drive. I bought a hearing
aid. It sounded fine in their offices, but out on the street,
I did not get the results I expected. I heard planes flying
overhead that never bothered me before. Traffic from
Highway 680 was now very loud. I hear it like a low
rumble inside our apartment.
FLYING PROBLEMS
few years ago we flew to Laughlin with
some friends. As the plane descended into
the Bullhead City airport, I experienced a
very painful feeling in my ears.
On the return flight as the plane descended over the
southern Santa Clara Valley and into San Jose International Airport, there was lots of pain in my ears again,
and my hearing became severely impaired. I vowed
never to fly again.
N.USUNDERSTANDINGS
One afternoon, at work, one of my co-workers said
he was going across the street to chase panties. Or at
least that's what I heard.
After he returned to begin his shift, I asked him how
he had made out with the ladies.
"What ladies?" he asked.
"Well, you said you were going across the street to
chase panties? How did it go?"
He laughed and replied, "David, I said I was going
to J.C. Penney's!"
LOSING IT COMPLETELY
My hearing has worsened over the years. In the past
year it has gotten to the point where it affects my social

A
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The Hustles
On two occasions during my heavy drinking days I
caused damage to other people's property. Of course, I
accepted full responsibility for the damage and offered
to pay for whatever damage I had caused.
THE GUITAR
ne time at Manuel Alvarado's home in
Oakland, I stumbled and fell over a
guitar owned by a man who had been invited to entertain us after the California GI Forum state
convention hosted by Oakland GI Forum. I offered to
pay for the damage on the spot, but the man said to wait
until he had the guitar repaired and then he would let me
know how much I owed him. "Just let me know," I said,
as we parted, still friends.
A few months later we met again at another GI

0

Hearing, Losing It
(Cont. from Pg 378)
life. It is no fun to want to share thoughts with people
and cannot do so because you cannot hear what they
are saying.
I went to the memorial services for a good friend
who passed away last year. I am certain that he was
properly eulogized by a number of people but I did not
hear any of it.
DIFFERENT SOUNDS
When I try to listen to music, I hear the drums very
loudly. I do not hear the high pitched sounds, nor the
words that the vocalist is singing.
When some car with very loud speakers comes near
my car, the noise is deafening. Very loud. It hurts my
ears. I hear the thump, thump, thump of drums but none
of the other music, if there IS any other music. I cannot
hear anything but drums, and engine noises. Why? I
don't know. I don't know.
We live very close to Highway 680 but I had never
paid any attention to the thousands of cars whizzing by every day. Why is it that lately I hear the
cars very loud but I cannot hear the spoken words
of a person sitting three feet away? It is puzzling and
frightening.

(Cont. on Pg 380)
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Forum function and he reminded me that I had
broken his guitar and that I should pay him $120 for
it. "Fine," I replied. "Bring me the guitar and I will
give you the $120."
"What do you mean, bring you the guitar?" he
questioned, "It is mine."
"Porfavor. senor. que me ve cara de pendejo? If I am
going to pay you for the guitar, the guitar belongs to me.
Fair is fair, que no?"
He kept insisting that I owed him $120 dollars and
that I should pay him. I agreed to pay him, but I insisted
that I wanted the guitar. We had a few more beers
together and as we parted I said, "Bring me the guitar and
I'll give you the money, amigo!"
Needless to say, he never delivered.
THE WHITE PURSE
n another occasion a friend of mine took his
lovely lady to a San Jose GI Forum func
tion. I accidentally spilled a glass of red
wine over the lady's white cloth purse. She was furious!
She wanted $300 on the spot for the damage I had done
to her purse.
"Lady, pardon me for saying it but that purse is not
worth $300, especially in a used condition. Maybe new,
but not now!"
"You're gonna pay me for that purse or I'll take you
to court," she said.
Feeling threatened and incensed by it, I replied,
"Attorneys don't work for free, lady," I said, "They cost
a helluva lot more than $300! In court, you'll have to
prove that the purse is worth $300 and that I was
responsible for your white purse b~ing atop the bar in a
roomful of drunks. I never touched your purse so who
put it in harm's way?"
A few months later we met again and she very
quickly got around to the subject of her damaged $300
purse.
"Bring me proof that the purse is worth $300, and
bring me the purse, and I'll give you the money," I said.
he gave me a long, hard look that would
have melted a hangman's heart, but not
mine. I was being kept warm by all the red
wine I had already consumed that evening.
SORRY, FOLKS, I MAY NOT BE A RHODES
SCHOLAR BUT I AM NOT THE VILLAGE IDIOT
EITHER. If I pay for something, it belongs to me!
E.T.S. • • • • •

0
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I can no longer enjoy my reel-to-reel tapes because
I cannot hear them. I can attach earphones to the tape
deck and hear better but the songs sound distorted, not
clear enough for me to enjoy them anymore.
ports on television: the games go on, and I
enjoy watching them, but the sound doesn•t
have to be on. I read enough to know which
teams are playing and who the key players are. Isn•t life
grand not being able to hear Dick Vitale?
Gloria constantly reminds me to hit the volume button on the remote. I put it on Mute and sometimes keep
it there. I can•t hear what they're saying anyway. Sometimes I rise at 4 am and watch CNN or ESPN with the
Mute button depressed. We have closed captioning on
our television set, so I can read on the screen what is
being said, IF it has closed captions. Not all programs
do. Sometimes I can just watch. That takes all the fun
out of viewing.
People can talk freely around me, a few feet away,
because I cannot make out what they are saying anyway. Some of them don•t believe it. They think I can
hear better than I admit to. God. I wish it were true!
Driving is a little frightening. I cannot hear sirens
on emergency vehicles until the ambulance or the fire
truck is almost on top of me, at least a block away ... or
... nada.
I cannot hear smoke alarms or fire alarms. Nothing. I doubly check the coffee maker, the stove, and
other electrical appliances before I go to bed at night.
Better to be safe than sorry.
Gloria detects llfunny noisesn that my car is making. That is how I found out a few weeks ago that my
front brake shoes were down to the metal!
A few years ago I realized that my car had a fan belt
about to bust because I could hear a thumping sound
from under the hood. Today, I would not hear that sound.
Frightening!
FACING THE PROBABILITY
As my hearing gets progressively worse, I face the
probability of living the remainder of my life without a
sense of hearing. It is not a pleasant thought. My wife
Gloria has shown her love for me in ways that she is
probably not aware of. She's acting the way she acts all
the time. Loving. Patient. Helpful. Understanding.

S

But I see her. I hear it when she raises her voice
and I unjustly accuse her of scolding me, treating
me like the village idiot, or like a little child. Her
reply is, "I am not scolding you, I am just talking
loud enough for you to hear me!''
And she is right. Of course.
Makes sense. If you can't hear, your friends have to
talk louder. Some of them don•t want to be bothered, so
they just stop communicating. I now find myself trying
to end conversations before someone asks a question,
because then I have to admit that I didn't hear it ... nor
the rest of their conversation.
Gloria's patience with my problem speaks volumes
about the caring person that she is. Thank you, God,
thank you for allowing our paths to cross in 1960.
I keep telling her to write it down every time she
does me a favor because I owe her tons of 'em for
her patience with me.
LIVING IN A VACUUM
I have become more withdrawn from the world I
live in. I feel detached from everyone. It does no good
to begin a conversation with someone, knowing that
they will walk away from you as soon as they realize
that they cannot converse with you. They don't like
repeating their questions. They don't believe it when
you say you didn•t hear what they just said. Sometimes
they laugh because you can't hear well. You can't hear
them laugh, but you can see their faces and you can
read their body language.
he feeling of detachment from the world
isolates my mind from reality. I feel like
I am in a vacuum. There is a world there,
but I am not part of it. I am merely an observer, like
seeing earth from a space capsule, knowing there is
life down there but I am unable to connect with it.
I see people interacting with each other every
day, talking, laughing, singing, telling each other
jokes. Are the jokes about my inability to hear? It's
OK. I've always been able to laugh at myself. I can
tell you some good ones on myself too, if I could communicate with you.
I cannot hear birds chirping. I cannot hear myself
whistle. I don•t even know if I can whistle anymore.
The high pitched sounds are impossible.
If I am alone at home and someone knocks on
the front door, I cannot hear it.

T
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Gloria comes home and is standing behind me as I
work on the computer before I realize she's even in the
apartment.

When people realize that I cannot hear well the
first question is, "Why don't you get a hearing aid?"
I tell them that I have a hearing aid. Two of them.
One for each ear. I could never adjust to using a hearing
aid, especially at work.
All of a sudden I could hear more. More street noise.
More background noise. More radios. More buses roaring by the office. More residents watching TV, urging
their teams on to victory. Then I have to try to listen to
some soft-spoken person on the phone needing information about our program. It is impossible.
ne day I stopped at a red light while I was
driving home from work. My mind wan
dered off somewhere. My car was third in
line at the light. A few moments later I looked up and
realized that the cars in front of me were gone, A Valley Transit bus was directly behind me, probably tooting his hom. But I did not hear it.
I got hearing aids from a Lions Club in Clovis, Calif., but I could not adjust to using them. Now the hearing aids are of no use whatever. My hearing has deteriorated beyond that.
PROBLEMS CREATED
As I lose more and more of my capacity to hear, I
become more and more withdrawn from the world. I
don't feel like I am a part of it. I cannot converse with
people I would like to talk to. I feel like I am existing in
a vacuum. I have become afraid of going anywhere alone
because anything out of the ordinary is going to create
huge problems. What do I do if my car breaks down
while I am going to and from work? Lately I have been
packing my wife's cell phone in my tote bag. Just in
case.
Paranoia sets in. I suspect everyone is trying to take
advantage of me because they ..know .. I cannot hear.
I recently got a cell phone from a senior citizens
center in Santa Clara. You can reach 9-1-1 only with
that phone. It is just for emergencies. I feel better now
about driving somewhere alone, knowing that as long
as I have the cell phone with me, I can get helped in
case of an emergency.
PRACTICE GOOD HEALTH

0

Prison Nu111bers (1997)
$21,470
What it costs California to incarcerate each prisoner, per year.

$53,000
Cost of housing a juvenile in a California Youth
Authority camp for 18 months.

33.9
Percentage of prisoners in the California prison
system that are Chicanos. (Aug. 1997 figures).

27.5
Percentage of prisoners in the Federal prison
system that are Chicanos.

8th
Average school grade reading level of inmates in
California prisons.

1\vo years ago, Dr. Gary Stein at Kaiser Santa Teresa
asked me how long I wanted to live.
I weighed 288 at the time. Merely by eating cereal
for breakfast, eating fish and chicken and very little pork
and beef, lots of vegetables, drinking lots of water, staying off soft drinks, fried foods, and spicey foods (read
chiles, my Latino friends), I am down to 212 pounds a
year later.
I DECIDE WHAT GOES INTO MY BODY, and I
have sworn off soft drinks.

I tell my friends that I will run in the San Jose
Mercury's lOK run one of these days, and they laugh
at the prospect. But I am serious.
They didn't think I was going to stay off Chorizo
con Huevos for one year, but I have. And no papas fritas
con huevos either! I intend to eat a nice plate ofChorizo
con Huevos to celebrate when I am down to 200 lbs.
Then set another weight goal.

DON'T NEED YOUR SYMPATHY
Don't feel sorry for me. It isn't your fault, or mine
either. God has been extremely good to me for the past
68 years. There were many times when things could
have gone drastically wrong in my life but they didn't.
Thanks to God. I am certain that He was looking out for

(Cont. on Pg 382)
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this sinner.

All I ask of you is this ••• Don't treat me like the
Village Idiot. I am sane. I can think. There is nothing wrong with my mind. I watch JEOPARDY every day and can answer as many questions as the
next guy. I work the crossword puzzle in the Mercury every day.
I can still accurately type 60 or better words per
minute. I am still an excellent speller. I still know the
times tables, I can add and subtract. My writing skills
have not diminished. I am still a voracious consumer of
the written word. My curiousity about the world I live
in has not waned.
I still have my sense of humor and will laugh at
your jokes if I can hear them. Get up close, look directly at me, and speak slowly and loudly. If you know
any good ones about people losing their hearing, tell
me those too. I will pay extra close attention.

LOUD MUSIC WILL HURT YOU!
I'd like to remind those people who listen to very
loud music to be aware that later in life they may face
the same problem I am now having. Hearing is precious.
You should do everything to preserve it as long as you
can. Once it is gone, it is gone.
I don't know what I could have done to make my
hearing last longer. I never listened to ultra loud music,
so I don't know the reason my sense of hearing was bad
and deteriorated like it did, especially, in the past two
years. Now it is almost gone and I feel very helpless

because there is nothing I can do about it. My advice to
others is, Take care of it while you have it!

COCHLEAR IMPLANTATION
Doctors at Kaiser Santa Teresa have suggested that
I explore the idea of getting a cochlear implant. I went
to Oakland Kaiser Hospital to see about it.
Gloria and I took the BART system to Oakland to
inquire about a cochlear implant operation. I wanted
some information, but there isn't much they could tell
me.
I understand now that they will be doing the implants in Santa Clara Kaiser Hospital, and I am on the
waiting list. But that's about all they will tell you.
I wanted to get a second opinion about my hearing,
so when we saw an ad in the paper about free examinations in Fremont, off we went to inquire about it. They
verified what Kaiser had said. Hearing aids will do absolutely nothing for me anymore.

The cochlear implant evaluation process is quite
thorough and can take three to four months, I was
told at the Oakland Kaiser Medical Center two years
ago. There is a long waiting list. My name is on the
list, I was assured.
We asked them to transfer my name to Santa
Clara Kaiser so I can get the procedure done closer
to home, when and if. Then Gloria and I went to
Santa Clara to check and assure that my name is on
the list. They said it is. I asked what I can do to prepare. They said, nothing. Just wait. And I am waiting.

There is nothing else I can do.
--Eliseo T. Sierra

July 11, 2004 • • • • •

O.bjectivit.y
A mature person is one who does not
think only in absolutes, who is able to
be objective even when deeply stirred
emotionally, who has learned that there
is both good and bad in all people and
in all things, and who walks humbly

and deals charitably with the circumstances of life, knowing that in this
world no one is all-knowing and therefore all of us need both love and charity.
--Eleanor Roosevelt, 1954.
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Cesar Flores Mendez
Eulogy
October 7, 1999

My name is David Sierra. I have known Cesar Flores
Mendez for over 35 years ... and I am here because the
friends of Mr. Mendez cannot let him pass on to his
reward without acknowledging the infl uence he has had
on our lives.
s we meander through life we a re
touched by many distinct personalities
and some of them influence us much more
than others. Some are so fleeting that we can not recall
their names a few short years after we meet and go our
separate ways. And some personalities will linger on in
our minds forever because they have positively impacted our lives.

A

Cesar Flores Mendez was a United States military service veteran, intensely proud that he had
served his country when he was called to do so. As a
government-authenticated 4-F, I am deeply honored
to have been asked to speak at these services. CF
Mendez honorably served his country and after
being discharged from the military, he honorably
served his community.
We met shortly after we joined the American GI
Forum in the mid-60's, he in Oakland and I in San Jose.
We interacted in the bay area, and across the country
where conventions, board meetings, and organizational
sessions brought us together.
Cesar Mendez made a deep impact on my life, as I
am sure that he made on m any other people with whom
he was acquainted.
The American GI Forum, of which he was a member
for over 35 years, ini tiated a Veterans Outreach Project
to aid veterans in securing the full benefits of the GIB ill
of Rights. That program had its birth in the fertile mind
of Cesar F. Mendez.
In late 1967 he traveled to New York City to meet
with a group of Puerto Rican veterans who had a similar
idea. He wanted to compare notes with them and to plot

a course of action to convince the U.S. government that
veterans returning from Vietnam needed the assistance
of community groups to help them secure the GI benefits
they had earned fighting for their country.
It took four years, but it fi nally happened in 1972.
One day he called me to tell me that San Jose would get
one of the 28 projects being funded nationally and that
we would get 70 slots.
A week later our national chairman called. I already
knew what he was going to say. The U.S. government
had issued a press release giving the vital information.
C.F. Mendez had a friend deep inside the U.S. government who told him who was going to get a project and
how many slots they would get. No .... he never divu lged
his sources.
akland was in competition with San
Francisco to see who would get the
north bay area project. Led by C.F. Mendez,
the Oakland Chapter successfully landed the project for
their city.
Mendez pushed, shoved, and encouraged the Oakland Chapter to responsibly disc harge the duties with
which they had been entrusted ... helping their area's
veterans secure the fu ll benefits of their GI Bill of
Rights.

0

Cesar Flores Mendez ran for the highest state
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office in our organization but was never elected
Chairman. But ideas and philosophies that he espoused were adopted and became those that guided
us during a period of great growth for our veterans
group.
But he rendered service in other positions ... State
Recording Secretary, for one. Cesar was a staunch
believer in community participation, whether it be in the
realm of politics, economics, education, employment,
or whatever.
On the local front, he was deeply involved when
employees at the Alameda Naval Air Station sought
better jobs, better pay, and promotions commensurate
with their abilities. Cesar was there, fighting for their
rights.
hen a soldier killed in Vietnam was
returned to Oakland and no one came
forth to claim the body, Cesar Mendez
was again in the forefront, encouraging members of the
American GI Forum to be present for the final services
for an American serviceman who had given his life for
his country. He gathered almost 40 of our members to
attend memorial services at the Presidio of San Francisco and burial services at the San Bruno national
military cemetery.
Cesar maintained a relationship with political leaders in his community, in the state of California, and in the
halls of the United States Congress. He was recognized
as a champion advocate in the fight for equality by
Alameda County Supervisor Charlie Santana, by State
Senator Nicholas Petris, by United States Congressman
Ronald Dellums, and others whom he admired and to
whom he went seeking assistance in the political realm.

W

When I was elected Chairman of San Jose GI
Forum in 1968 he secured Oakland attorney Donald
McCuUum to speak at the installation of officers
dinner. When McCullum was named to the Alameda
County Superior Court a few years later, he notified
me so I could pen him a congratulatory note. THAT
was C.F. Mendez!
When I needed a new perspective on something, I
called C.F. Mendez.
When I needed advice on a pressing problem, I
called C.F. Mendez.
When I needed male companionship, I called C.F.
Mendez.
When I needed to discuss anything ... anything ... I
called C.F. Mendez.

I respected his opinions about a lot of things. He had
a balanced sense of how the world works, why it works,
and yes ... why it sometimes doesn't work, and he would
eagerly talk about it. I found it enlightening ... and
inspirational.
I remember an occasion when we visited with CF
and his wife Connie in their Oakland home before they
divorced. Their daughter Carla was still in diapers. My
wife kept trying to push her playpen out of the sun, but
Cesar insisted that he wanted her to get more sun so she
would look more like a Mexican.
CF .... buddy ..... it's a good thing Carla looks like
Connie and not like you.
I remember Cesar F. Mendez in the forefront of

a group of American GI Forum members who participated in the United Farmworkers March on Sacramento during the Pat Brown administration. They
provided security for the march and the rally in front
of the state capital. Cesar took photographs to provide for the record a photographic history of the
event.
My friend Cesar could be very abrasive at times, but
there were some of us who appreciated him for that.
Sometimes there are people who do not respond to
gentle prodding. When it took harsh words to get people
moving, Cesar was the man who delivered the harsh
words, with no apologies afterward.
"The end result is what matters. The job got done,"
he was fond of saying.
I remember one night, sharing a room with him in
Omaha at an American GI Forum board meeting. We
both happened to awaken in the middle of the night and
started talking. Cesar insisted that I was getting too
conservative because I was leading a middle class
lifestyle. I argued with him about that. But slowly he
convinced me that I was not doing as much as I could be
doing.
At 8 AM, when I picked up my luggage and headed
for the airport, he was still gesticulating wildly and
talking a mile a minute. His words stayed with me and
I thought about them as our flight winged west. After
that long discussion, I made it a point to seek him out and
carry on conversations which I knew would be provocative ... and .... educational.
In the American GI Forum he will be remembered as
an indefatigable fighter for the rights of the underemployed, the underfed, the undereducated, and those who
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eek the benefits that this country provides.
Cesar was one of two individuals entrusted with
presenting the American GI Forum's point of view when
we filed a lawsuit against our friendly telephone company who did not want to provide Spanish speaking
telephone operators to serve the monolingual Hispanic
public. He was a very e loquent witness for our cause in
the San Francisco court hearings.

If you live in northern California, and

don't speak English, you can still use the
telephone system, partly because of the concern of Cesar Flores Mendez and his total
commitment to equality for all.
I have been a college football fan since the age of 12.
One day Cesar returned from a trip to Miami to visit his
brother. He began tell ing me a football game he had seen
in Miam i.
"That's war, David!" he said.
He told me about the Seminoles, and the Hurricanes,
and the Gators. I began to take an interest in those teams,
and it has led to many hours of my enjoyment of the
game. Not an earth-shaking contribution, but just another contribution by CF Mendez to this man's life. You
scratch me a little bit, and you'll get red and blue Gator
blood. I could go on and on and on about the accomplishments of this man and how he helped his community, his
tate, his country ... and especially his fellow man.
Cesar Flores Mendez ... buena gente ... good people
.... un buen camarada ... a loyal comrade .... un vato muy
riata, as they say in the barrio ... an OK guy ... a person
about whom it can truthfully be said ... we are grateful
that our paths crossed. President Lyndon Baines 1ohnson
said it best ... I believe ... when ... in the twilight of his
po li tical career he mentioned that he wanted people to
remember him for at least one thing ... "We Tried."

I know it is safe for us to also say THAT about our
fri end Cesar Flores Mendez ... HE TRIED.
I can hear him now pleading with St. Peter that he
doesn't have a photo I.D .... or a Green Card ... or a VISA
credit card ... or a presidential pardon for his sins ... and
... that nonetheless he ought to be allowed to proceed
immediately to HIS seat at the right hand of God.
I can hear him arguing, "I got to be where the action
i , St. Peter!"
Oakland .... Alameda County ... the State of California ... We have lost a Warrior.
T hank you.

La Lightning
I was 18 years old, living in Woodlake, very
naive, and just learning how to drive. One
afternoon, Frank and Pablo who were in their
late 30's asked if I would drive them around in
Pablo's car, while they drank beer. I agreed,
anxious to get behind the wheel and get some
driving practice.

S

oon , they had picked up a case of beer, a
quart of liquor , and we were riding around
the countryside. I turned left when they said
turn left, and turned right when they said turn right.
Going nowhere in particular. If I came to a comer and
neither of them said anything I would make the monumental decision of deciding whether to go left, right, or
dead ahead .
In the late afternoon, Pablo began to give me directions driving over roads where I had never been. Soon
we were in the little town of Orange Cove and he gave
me directions to the north side residential area known as
Little Sonora. We drove a imlessly through the barrio
until he directed me to a little white cottage.
"STOP!" Pablo commanded.
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I went past the house slowly, flipped aU-tum at the
end of the block, came back, and parked.
Pablo got out of the car and walked casually up the
sidewalk toward the white house.
Frank gently punched my shoulder, "Curate. ese.
con el Pablo. Para gue sepas gue los nopales pican!"
Frank laughed.
Pablo knocked at the front door. A voice from within
beckoned him to enter, that the door was open. He
walked in and we heard a loud woman's voice, "PABLO!
PABLO! How nice to see you! PABLO!"

bout five minutes later Pablo
came out of the house with his
arms around a very beautiful
young blonde girl whom I guessed must be in
her late teens or early twenties. But beautiful!

A

A man and woman came out behind them and they
talked at the doorstep for a while, then Pablo and the girl
walked toward the car. The old man and woman waved
greetings to Frank, whom they appeared to know well.
"HI FRANK!" the lady hollered, waving at him.
Frank said nothing. He just waved back, and said,
"Mira al Pablo! Mira los forros con guien se pasea!"
I could do little more than gulp at the beautiful
blonde, wearing very snug white shorts, white high
heeled strapless shoes, and a low necked white peasant
blouse which revealed the top of her creamy breasts
which overflowed out of her black brassiere.
Pablo introduced her as "La Lightning", she said
"Hi!" but paid very little attention to the driver. She was
digging into a paper bag Pablo had given her, and
drinking the beer that Frank handed her. They were
drinking beer and all three were smoking one cigarette,
passing it around from one person to the next, and
inhaling deeply. The smoke smelled unlike any other
cigarette smoke I had ever smelled.
"What did you say your name was, honey?" she
asked, tapping me on the shoulder.
"David,·· I replied, flattered to know that she cared.
"How come they call you Lightning?" I asked,
turning my head to look at her through the rear view
mirror.
"How come you call me Lightning, Paul?" she
giggled.
Pablo replied, "because you're very hot and you
come in a hurry!" The back seat occupants laughed

uproariously at Pablo's little joke.
Then I decided to try another stupid question. "Did
you guys switch from Camels to some other brand?" I
asked.
"YEAH!" all three seemed to answer at once, "we
are smoking some other brand!"
"What is it?" I innocently inquired.
"Barrio de La Rana Gold!" replied Pablo, "Made in
Woodlake .... by Mexicans!"
"I never heard of that brand," I said, and dropped the
subject. My friends and the beautiful blonde just roared.
We continued driving aimlessly around the countryside, occasionally stopping so the guys could get out and
empty their bladders. The blonde would make very brief
conversation, but I took every opportunity to look directly at her. She was stunningly beautiful!
Then they asked me to drive them to Visalia. They
wanted to see Maxine, a friend of La Lightning. She
lived in a shabby hotel on the north end of the city's main
street. Maxine was a tall, very beautiful but aging
platinum-blonde lady. She had three young Chicano
visitors when we arrived. Everyone greeted Maxine, but
ignored the Chicanos.

Very shortly they finished drinking their beers
and shuffled out the door. Pablo and Frank told
Maxine not to give me anything to drink because I
was driving.
"Can I give him anything else?" asked Maxine, and
again they all roared with laughter.
Occasionally, Pablo would disappear into an adjoining room with Lightning, then Frank would go in there
with her. Then Pablo and Maxine, then Frank and
Maxine. I lost track of who was visiting privately with
whom. I remained seated on an armchair, reading old
copies of the Visalia TIMES DELTA newspaper and
months old copies of TIME magazine.
At one point, Pablo asked me if I wanted to go into
the other room with Maxine, but I said, "Later, not now."
I was hoping they would ask me if I wanted to go in
the other room with Lightning, but they didn't. Soon,
some other people came into the room, and Pablo said it
was time to go.
e spent the rest of the night just driving
around the countryside with orange or
chards or vineyards on both sides, while
Frank and Pablo drank more beer and smoked more of

W

(Cont. on Pg 387)
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Charles B. Hillis, 85, passed away onApril2, 1995. Just
another prominent San Jose businessman who has gone on to
his reward, right? No. Not exactly. Far more than that. From
1960 to 1986 he was my employer. I got to know him far
better than I knew my own father, or my brothers and sisters.

Charles B. Hillis
The Most Decent Person I've Ever Known
I have never met a more decent man in my life. Try
as you might, you would play hell trying to think about
something you didn't like about Charles Hillis.
harles Hillis epitomized everything that
is meant by the adage, "do unto others as
you would have them do unto you," or
something like that. Me and The Holy Bible are not
intimates.
In March 1995, I went by the print shop to order
some printing for Vida Nueva Alcohol/Drugs Recovery
Home where I was working. Jim Hillis told me that the
old man was not doing too well, that he was in bad
health. I had been reading the 12 Steps of A.A. and

C

La Lightning
(Cont. from Pg 386)
the funny smelling cigarettes. Just after dawn we took
La Lightning back to Orange Cove.
When we arrived at her house her parents were
already up. They again greeted Pablo like a long lost
friend. They asked us to come in for some breakfast but
the guys decided we were not hungry.
I never saw either of those women again. But I did
learn a very valuable lesson that evening: If someone
asks you if you want to go into another room with a
beautiful lady, don't ask any questions, drop what you
are doing-- whatever it is ... and just go. Don't think
about it. Just go. Trust Me.
I
I

started to become sensitized to what recovery is all
about. Something in there about making amends to those
you have harmed in the past.
A few years before, on Thanksgiving, I had written him a letter thanking him for all the years they
had employed me and how considerate they were of
my idiosyncracies, foibles, and bad habits.
Shortly before Charles Hillis passed away, I called
him at his Mt. Pleasant Road home to let him know how
much I appreciated having worked for him for over 25
years, that I appreciated not being yelled at or mistreated
while I worked there, and that I really enjoyed working
for him and his sons.
I also told him that I thought he was probably the
most decent human being I had ever met. He laughed
briefly, "Thank you, David, I appreciate hearing
that from you," was all he said.
I felt tears coming so I hurriedly hung up.
bile I was employed at Hillis Print
ing Company, we had long con ver
sations in the morning when I would
arrive for work and he was already there. He taught me
how to read a newspaper.
"Get to the vital information first," he said, "the
baseball scores are NOT the most important news in
the paper. What is happening at City Hall, in the
State Legislature, and in the Congress affect your life
directly. They should be your primary interest!''
He saved WALL STREET JOURNAL copies for
me and told me how to read a news item and then

W
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compare it to what was printed in the daily rag. Very
educational!

The Hillis people are very trusting people. They
take people at face value. You worked there for two
days, and they had no problem with giving you keys
to the plant. They treated people honorably and
expected people to behave honorably.
I remember losing my temper a number of times
during the 25 years I worked there, but they never did.
No matter what I said, they maintained their composure
and acted like gentlemen.
ne time I remember they had hired a young
lady to work in the front office. She sold
printing, and of course, wanted to meet her
customer's deadlines. The young lady called me on the
intercom on a morning in which I had come to work with
the mother of all hangovers.
"Is the job for John Newman ready?" she asked.
"No!" I snapped at her, "You gave it to me on
Tuesday afternoon. Today is Wednesday morning. I've
only got two hands. I'm not an octopus!" I replied.
"Well, David, I promised it to him this morning!"
she said excitedly.
"Well, you didn't ask me what else I had to do when
you made the promise, so I can't be responsible for your
promises," I said. "I've got twelve jobs up here and I do
them in the order in which I find them in the upright file.
You argue it out with Jim and Chuck and Anthony and
Charles on whose job goes next. I don't care!" I shouted
over the telephone.
A few minutes later, Chuck Hillis came up the stairs
from the Hillis building to where Per Zakarriesen I
worked in the building next door. I was telling Per about
the conversation.
"Who in the hell does that bitch think she is? Man,
she's been working here for three days and already
acting like Mrs. Tarzan! Fuck her! I don't have to take
that shit from her! Fuck her!"
huck entered the room and he heard the tail
end of my remarks. He knew who I was
talking about. Was my face red a few hours
later when I found out from one of the other women
working in the shop that the young lady was a Hillis
relative!!!!!

0

C

I did not apologize to her for my remarks, but I
should have.
In the early '70's, after being involved in a very
serious auto accident which resulted in 35 stitches to my

Liberty is to
Health
Liberty is to the collective body
what health is to every individual body. Without health no
pleasure can be tasted by man;
witlwut liberty no happiness
can be eryoyed by society.
--Hemy St. John Bolingbroke

forehead, four cracked ribs, a badly bruised right knee,
and hospitalization, we did not have the money to pay so
I could be released from the hospital.

Charles Hillis went to the hospital fmance office,
took care of the bill, and notified my wife that she
could take me home.
I paid him back, later, of course, and I never
forgot that favor.
Charles Hillis did that type of favor for many others,
I am sure. His name is revered by those who knew him
well. I never heard anyone speak ill of him. I know he did
a helluva lot of favors for my friend, Jimmie Garcia, the
barber. He was always doing favors for Jimmie.
hy should San Jose GI Forum mem
bers and other Hispanics care about
this? Well, from 1964 until1988, I was
involved in editing THE LEADER, SJ GI Forum's
newsletter; the CALIFORNIA FORUMEER, our state
newspaper; and THE FORUMEER, our national newspaper. All of that work was done at Hillis.

W

THE FORUMEER was prepared and
printed there and we paid for it, but not the
other papers. Not once did they complain
about me using their time, their equipment
and their materials to do work for my organization. It seems to me like a very substantial
contribution to the American GI Forum and
to the Hispanic community. Que no? • • • • •
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The Chronicle Interview
Anger
and
Hope
•

Ill

San
Jose
Barrio
Dec. 11, 1978
ick Carroll, a free
lance writer, did a ful1page article with the
above title on Monday, Dec. 11,
1978 in the San F r a nci sco
David Sierra, Chairman, San Jose GI Forum
CHRONICLE. In it he quoted San
Jose Chicanos Joaquin Brito, Miguel Ramos, Jose
found its way into institutions from San Quentin to
Martinez, Herman Vasquez, and David Sierra on variHarvard, where it was considered the voice of the
ous subjects.
Chicano.
On my suggestion, we met at The Interlude, a
"Every politician ignores us," Sierra said. "They
Third and Santa Clar a St. downtown San Jose bar have not begun to address our needs.

R

where my good friend Jack Ellwanger and I had been
known to hoist a few horns of ice cold beer while
discussing (and solving) world problems. Below is
what Mr. Carroll wrote after our conversation:
Skeptical, critical, candid, David Sierra doesn't believe the Chicanos will soon attain political power.
"Not in my life, no way," he said. "The Anglo is
afraid of us. The Chicano is not together, probably never
will be."
Sierra, 44, heads the San Jose Chapter of the GI
Forum, a national organization founded in 1948 for
Chicano veterans.

He spent ten years as national editor of THE
FORUMEER, the Forum's monthly publication that

"It's an insult that we have such little political
representation," he said, "But some of the fault
lies with our own people.
"The Chicano is highly individualistic. He
can't agree on anything. He has no trust in the
political system here because in Mexico it is a
tool of repression.
"It is only slightly different here.
"You can't blame us for not trusting politicians," he
continued, "They're hard enough to understand even
when you speak the language." • • • • • •
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My Name is Cocaine
by Larry Jackson
My name is Cocaine-- call me coke for short,
I entered thi s country without a passport.
Ever since the n I've made lots of scum rich ,
Some have been murdered and found in a ditch.
I'm more valued than diamonds, more treasured
than gold,
Use me just once and you too will be sold.
['ll make a schoolboy forget his books,
L'll make a beauty queen forget her looks.
['II take a renowned speaker and make him a bore,
£'11 take your mother and make her a whore.
£'11 make a teacher forget how to teach,
£'11 make a preacher not want to preach.
£'11 take all your rent money and you'll be evicted,
1'11 murder your babies, or they'll be addicted.

I'll make y ou rob, steal and kill,
When you're under my power, you will have no
will.
Remember, my friend, my name is "Big C,"
If y ou try me one tme, you may never be free.
I've destroyed many actors, politicians and heroes,
I've decreased bank accounts from millions to
zeroes.
I'll make shootings and stabbings a common
affair,
Once I take charge, you won't have a prayer.
Now that you know me, what will you do?
You'll have to decide-- it's all up to you.
Listen to me, and please listen well,
When you ride with Cocaine, you're headed for
hell.
(Printed with permission of the author in the
Barrio Alcohol/Drugs Conference program).

